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Foreword

It is with great pleasure that I say to you: welcome
to Amsterdam! We are honored and delighted to
welcome city leaders, senior representatives and
experts from twenty-five cities for the Amsterdam
World Cities Culture Summit 2014.
The City of Amsterdam greatly values
international cooperation, bilateral and multilateral.
By sharing and exchanging knowledge and
experiences, cities are taking their responsibility
and play a crucial role in setting the global agenda
for innovation and economic, urban and social
development. The network of the World Cities
Culture Forum and its agenda for a sustainable
urban future through culture is unprecedented and
Amsterdam is proud to be part of it.
Arts and culture contribute in many different
ways to the economic, urban and social
development of Amsterdam and the Metropolitan
Area. The creative industries account for 10 per
cent of all jobs in the Amsterdam Metropolitan
Area. 'Amsterdam 2013', the city's jubilee year
celebrating its cultural icons, has raised
Amsterdam's international profile in terms of
business and tourist numbers, attracting 11.4
million unique cultural visitors to the city in 2013.
The (re)development of the city could not have
taken place without the many institutional and
informal cultural initiatives and activities that make
up the fabric of our city.

I would like to thank the Mayor of London’s
Office and the World Cities Culture Forum for their
work and cooperation with us throughout the
organization of the summit. I would also like to
thank all the partner organizations and cultural
venues from Amsterdam for making it possible to
host this unique event.
Whether this is your first experience of
Amsterdam or you are a regular visitor, I truly hope
that you enjoy the occasion. May the Amsterdam
World Cities Culture Summit 2014 serve as another
important milestone for further cultural
cooperation between world cities.
Yours sincerely,
Eberhard van der Laan
Mayor of Amsterdam

The main theme of the summit will be “The role
of culture for the economic, urban and social
agenda of the city”. During the plenary and
break-out sessions, which will take place at twelve
cultural venues throughout the city, we will have a
precious opportunity over the next few days to
share practices and exchange views.
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Welcome and Introduction

Welcome to Amsterdam and to the third World
Cities Culture Summit. We are delighted to be here
in this fascinating city – famous throughout history
for its culture and well known today for its
innovations in cultural policy.
In Istanbul last year we considered the sheer
scale of the challenges facing in World Cities – and
the role of culture in addressing those challenges.
Our Summit briefing ‘Beyond Boosterism’
emphasized the need to counter the negative
effects of globalization through local strategies that
draw on the full range of our cultural resources.
This year we pick up that same theme again but
with a new format – by looking through the lens of
Amsterdam’s experience. We will use Amsterdam’s
cultural policy as the starting point for in depth
discussions about the issues facing all of us as world
cities. Over the past few months we have consulted
with you about the topics you would most like to
discuss and the formats you prefer. As a result – as
well as focusing on practical challenges and
dilemmas in our ‘living lab’ – we have included much
more space in the programme for debate and
discussion.
Some of the topics we cover will be familiar.
Others are hardly unique just to world cities. But
what makes the World Cities Culture Summit special
is the sheer range of experiences and voices that we
have in room. There is no other international
gathering on cities and culture that has this breadth
of perspective. We have a unique learning
opportunity.
When we launched the WCCF in 2012 there were
9 member cities, today there are 27. Interest in the
Forum continues to grow: a sure sign that culture is
rising up the global urban agenda. Research and
evidence continue to be at the core of our work.
The World Cities Culture Report has now been
translated into Spanish, French, Turkish and
Chinese. And during the Summit we will share our
plans to produce more data and evidence and we
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will work with all of you to design and resource it so
that it meets your needs. The experience of the last
three years shows that there is an urgent need for a
global platform promoting culture in World Cities.
And the emerging vision is to make World Cities
Culture Forum the authoritative voice for culture in
sustainable and equitable urban development. We
do not expect the core Forum to become much
larger. But we do want to establish regional
platforms or networks; the events we have hosted
in Shanghai and Buenos Aires this year are the
beginnings of such regional platforms.
We extend our warmest thanks to the Mayor of
Amsterdam for hosting the Summit this year.
Special thanks go to the Deputy Mayor Kajsa
Ollongren and the team in the Culture Department
– Max van Engen, Olga Leijten, and Araf Ahmadali
– for all their hard work in designing and organizing
the programme. We would also like to thanks our
teams at the GLA and BOP Consulting for their
tireless work over the past year – especially Jackie
McNerney and Matthieu Prin.
And finally, thank you to all our member cities
for coming. We very much look forward to your
contribution over the next few days. We hope that
Amsterdam 2014 will provide us all with greater
knowledge, insight and inspiration!
Justine Simons
Chair, World Cities Culture Forum & Head of
Culture, Greater London Authority
Paul Owens
Director, World Cities Culture Forum & Managing
Director, BOP Consulting

World Cities Culture Forum Vision and Values

The World Cities Culture Forum is a collaborative
network of global cities seeking to promote culture
as a vital part of urban policy.
Our vision and values are:
• Culture at the heart of urban policy in world
cities
• Culture making an essential contribution to
prosperity and quality of life
• Cultural policy underpinned by evidence,
inspiration, global cooperation and leadership
• Collaboration between cities to advance the
arguments for culture in urban policy
We aim to:
• Advocate for the critical contribution of culture
to the economic and social success of world
cities
• Build an evidence base about the many and
wide-ranging ways in which culture impacts on a
world city and its inhabitants
• Learn from each other by examining common
challenges and dilemmas and comparing
approaches to cultural investment and
development
• Develop and pursue a future research agenda
and jointly develop strategic initiatives for world
cities and culture
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World Cities Culture Summit Ethos

At the World Cities Culture Summit we encourage a
spirit of openness and honesty.
We learn from both our mistakes and our
successes. And one of the main benefits of the
Summit is the opportunity to hear about others
members’ experiences in a truthful way, away from
the pressure of media or political scrutiny.
We want you to share the mistakes you have
made, the challenges you have faced and the
tactics you have used to overcome obstacles. But
to achieve an environment where members feel
safe enough to talk about their experiences we
need everyone to respect confidentiality.
We would like to remind all attendees that we
work under the Chatham House Rule. This means
that all participants are free to use the information
received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation
of speakers or participants may be revealed. This
also extends to how we communicate about the
Summit via Twitter, Facebook and other social
media. Please ensure that you respect the
confidentiality of all participants in all
communications.
Finally, we encourage everyone to listen
carefully. We come from all the corners of the
globe. Our passion for culture in our cities binds us
together. But there are also many differences in our
professional backgrounds, national cultures and
political operating contexts – all of which influence
the way we interpret the world and act within it.
We encourage you to be mindful of these
differences and learn from them. Have a wonderful
Summit!
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Programme
Wednesday 12th November
Branding and Promotion

Morning
8:30 - 11:30
Opening Ceremony
Location: Royal Palace Amsterdam
Dress code: Business Attire

Mayor Van der Laan will open the Amsterdam
World Cities Culture Summit 2014 in the Royal
Palace, in the presence of His Majesty the King.
The ceremony includes speeches by Justine
Simons (Chair of the World Cities Culture Forum)
and Benjamin Barber (Senior Research Scholar
and author of If Mayors Ruled the World) as well
as a special performance by the Calefax Reed
Quintet.
11.30 - 12:00
Travel to the Rijksmuseum

Afternoon
12:00 - 13:45
Rijksmuseum tour and lunch
13:45 - 16:00
Session 1: Beyond Boosterism - culture
driving world city branding and promotion
Location: Rijksmuseum Auditorium

Amsterdam has successfully placed culture at the
forefront of its marketing strategy since
'Amsterdam 2013', a year of cultural celebrations
and (re)openings of well-known cultural venues
targeted at citizens and visitors, but how has this
impacted on city capacity?
Key questions:
• What is new and different about these
approaches?
• Authenticity vs. brand?
• How to balance and reflect the needs of citizens,
businesses and tourists alike?

• Do you need a strategy?
• How can cities support meaningful opportunities
for engagement between local cultural initiatives
and international visitors?
• What are potential pitfalls? How do you keep
momentum going?
• Whose culture? What culture?
• How to spread the benefits across the wider city
and region (i.e. metropolitan area)?
Chair:
Kate Levin (Principal, Bloomberg Associates /
Head of Arts Bloomberg Philanthropies)
Short welcome by Max van Engen
Case studies:
Amsterdam - Frans van der Avert (CEO of
Amsterdam Marketing) and Rijk van Ark (Director
of the Department of Economic Affairs, City of
Amsterdam)
London - Justine Simons (Head of Culture, Mayor
of London’s Office)
Buenos Aires - Hernan Lombardi (Minister of
Culture, City of Buenos Aires)
16:00 - 16:30
Walk to the Bijbelsmuseum |
De Cromhouthuizen - Breakout session 2A
		
16:00 - 16:40
Coach to the Compagnietheater - Breakout
session 2B
16:30 - 18:00
Breakout session 2A: Past and Present balancing tradition and modernity
Location: Bijbelsmuseum | De Cromhouthuizen

In August 2010, Amsterdam's 17th-century Canal
Ring was added to the UNESCO World Heritage
List. With the listing come important
responsibilities to maintain heritage values and
preservation standards. At the same time the City
7

believes in a modern and dynamic use of the
historic city: keeping up with new lifestyles,
businesses, tourism and recreation.

•

•
•
•
•
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16:40 - 18:15
Breakout session 2B: The impact of events
and festivals
Location: Compagnietheater

Key questions:
What are the particular challenges of managing
The City of Amsterdam organizes 300 cultural
and sustaining popular historic areas in a vibrant
festivals and events annually. While they are
world city?
extremely important to its cultural and economic
How to balance the differing demands of citizens,
development, they have challenged Amsterdam in
visitors and businesses?
its capacity to strike a balance between public
How can cities strike a balance between tradition
service, logistics, supply, security, public order and
and modernity?
the wellbeing of both citizens and visitors.
What are the tools that city governments can use:
zoning/planning/preservation?
Key questions:
What is the role of technology in enhancing the • What are the pros and cons of festivals and events
relationship between the past and present?
as vehicles for city promotion?
• How are world cities using events as part of wider
Chair:
city agendas?
Paul Owens (Managing Director of BOP
• Are the (sometimes sophisticated) demands of
Consulting / World Cities Culture Forum)
audiences always compatible with cities' broader
responsibilities and the wellbeing of citizens?
Case studies:
• What role should city leaders play besides providing
Amsterdam - Inez Weyermans and Helma
permits and subsidies to make events happen?
Bokhove (Amsterdam World Heritage Office)
• How can city governments work with
Madrid - José Francisco García Lopez (Director
(independent) promoters to make the most of the
General de Patrimonio Cultural y Calidad del
annual events 'calendar'?
Paisaje Urbano Área de Gobierno de Las Artes,
Deportes y Turismo) and Carlota Álvarez Basso
Chair:
(Directora Matadero Madrid, Madrid Destino,
Justine Simons
Cultura, Turismo y Negocio)
Istanbul - Prof. Ahmet Emre Bilgili (Director,
Case studies:
Istanbul Provincial Directorate of the Ministry of
Amsterdam - Daniël Schipper (Head of Events, City
Culture and Tourism)
of Amsterdam)
Shanghai - Changyong Huang (Vice President,
Montreal - Jean-Robert Choquet (Director,
Shanghai Theatre Academy)
Directorate of Culture and Heritage, City of
Montreal) and Pierre Fortin (General Manager,
Quartier des spectacles Partnership team)
Rio de Janeiro - Sérgio Sá Leitão (Secretary of
Culture, Municipality of Rio de Janeiro)
Moscow – Sergei Kapkov (Department Head and
Moscow Government Minister, Department of
Culture, Moscow City Government)

Thursday 13th November

Evening
19:40 - 22:30
Opening Dinner
Location: Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam
Dress code: Business Attire

Urban development, renewal and transformation

Morning
8:30 - 9:15
Travel to Tolhuistuin by coach

To emphasize the importance of culture and the
vital role of artists at the heart of city life, a broad
selection of established and up and coming
artists have been invited to join the opening
dinner.
Welcome and toast by Kajsa Ollongren (Deputy
Mayor for Arts and Culture, Heritage and
Economic Affairs of the City of Amsterdam) and
Beatrix Ruf (Artistic Director of the Stedelijk
Museum Amsterdam). Afterwards the official
Amsterdam World Cities Culture Summit 2014
photo will be taken on the famous staircase of
the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam. During dinner
all guests are invited to visit the exhibition
Marlene Dumas 'The Image as Burden’.

9:15 - 11:30
Session 1: Strategy: latest thinking from
around the globe
Location: Tolhuistuin
Dress code: Smart Casual

Cultural planning and development have
essentially been led via a centralized approach in
Amsterdam since WWII. However, efforts have
been made in the last decade to spread
developments throughout the wider city with a
more bottom-up approach focused on
humanizing and democratizing culture.

•
•
•
•
•

Key questions:
How is thinking about renewal and regeneration
changing?
What are the key trends in the different regions
of the world?
Where does culture fit into broader strategies
for urban renewal?
What are the benefits and challenges of
bottom-up approaches?
What are the important trends for the future?
Chair:
Paul Owens
		
Short welcome by Max van Engen
Key note speech by Zef Hemel (Professor Urban
planning at the University of Amsterdam /
Amsterdam Economic Board)
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Case studies:
Amsterdam - Coby van Berkum (Chairman of the
Board, Amsterdam Noord), Patrick van Beveren
(Manager of Housing and Urban Renewal, City
of Amsterdam), Chris Keulemans (Mentor at
DasArts / Chronicler of Noord) and Floor Ziegler
(Founder of the Noorderparkkamer)
Bogota - Clarisa Ruiz Correal (Secretary of
Culture, Leisure and Sport, City of Bogota)
Toronto - Lori Martin (Senior Cultural Affairs
Officer, Cultural Services, City of Toronto) and
David Stonehouse (Director, Waterfront
Secretariat, City of Toronto)
Seoul - Hae-Bo Kim (Head, Department of
Policy Research, Seoul Foundation for Arts and
Culture)
Afternoon
12:00 - 13:25
Travel by boat to the Zuidas, including
cultural (development) sight seeing and
lunch
13:45 - 15:45
Session 2: Tactics - integrating culture into
new developments
Location: Restaurant As
		
For the last 10 years Amsterdam’s new
(business) quarter, the Zuidas, has not been
successful in developing cultural projects (e.g.
museum, theater, cinema) within the strategy it
a lively area where art and culture create
opportunities. What are the killer arguments
and tactics in order to let culture succeed in
different places in the city?

•
•
•
•
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Key questions:
What are the key arguments?
What partnerships work best? Between sectors?
Between city agencies?
What is the role of the cultural sector?
How do approaches differ across continents?

Chair:
Paul Owens
Case studies:
Amsterdam - Robert Dijckmeester (Deputy
Director of the Zuidas Amsterdam Development
Office)
New York – Tom Finkelpearl (Commissioner of
Cultural Affairs, New York City)
Shenzen - Fengliang Li (Vice President of
Shenzhen University, SZU / Dean of Institute
for Cultural Industries, SZU)
15:45 - 16:05
Travel back to hotel by coach
17:45 - 18:00
Walk to De Balie from the hotel

Evening
18:00 - 19:30
Walking Dinner
Location: De Balie
Dress code: Smart Casual
19:30 - 21:30
Session 3: The City Spectacular - a
showcase of large-scale outdoor cultural
projects from around the world
Location: De Balie

In De Balie, inspirational artists will talk about
how their work has broken down the barriers
between audience and participant and created a
space for imagination, freedom and play. The
forces of cultural disruption will be revealed to
show how artists are redefining audience
relationships, embarking on large scale
storytelling and creating new histories for our
cities. Surprising us with their extraordinary
creativity.

Friday 14th November

Chair:
Ruth Mackenzie (Aristic Director of Holland
Festival)
Speakers:
Crimson Rose (Co-Founder of Burning Man)
Pep Gatell, (Co-Artistic Director of La Fura dels
Baus, Barcelona)
Mark Ball, (Artistic Director of London
International Festival of Theatre)
Helen Marriage (Artistic Director of Artichoke)

Talent, Enterprise and Innovation

Morning
8:15 - 8:45
Travel by coach to Pakhuis de Zwijger
(Breakout session 1B)
Breakfast on location
8:45 - 9:30
Travel by coach to NedPhO-Koepel
(Breakout session 1A) and WOW (Breakout
session 1C)
9:30 - 12:00
Breakout session 1A: Cultural Education
- developing the audiences and artists of
tomorrow
Location: NedPhO-Koepel
Dress code: Smart Casual

The City of Amsterdam introduced its 'Standard
Package for Art and Cultural Education' in 2013
as part of its talent development strategy. Under
this policy, all primary school pupils aged 4 to 12
receive up to 3 hours of art and cultural
education per week.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Key questions:
How do cultural city leaders influence art and
cultural education?
What are the tools they have in hand to develop
cultural education?
What is the role of public institutions in cultural
education? Do their programmes need to be
aligned with cities' strategies?
How can you evaluate and assess policies for
cultural education? What are key indicators?
How do we make sure that a broad range of
disciplines is involved?
Should cities strive for private-public partnerships
with regard to cultural education?
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Chair:
Munira Mirza (Deputy Mayor for Education and
Culture, Greater London Authority)
Case studies:
Amsterdam - Rob Streevelaar (Director of the
Dutch Philharmonic Orchestra (NedPho)), Fenna
van Hout (Policy Advisor for Arts and Culture,
City of Amsterdam) and Peggy Brandon (Director
of MOCCA)
Los Angeles - Sofia Klatzker (Director of Grants
and Professional Development, LA County Arts
Commission)
Singapore - Sharon Chang (Deputy Director
(Research), National Arts Council Singapore)
12:00 - 12:30
Travel to the Mayor’s Residence by coach
8:45 - 12:00
Breakout session 1B: Risk, Innovation and
Experiment - new financing models for
culture
Location: Pakhuis de Zwijger
Dress code: Smart Casual

The Amsterdam Fund for the Arts (AFK) is one
of the major actors of the City's public funding
structure for the arts and culture. In addition to
facilitating a large and diverse cultural offering in
the city, the AFK sets up initiatives that
anticipate developments in a sector that is
constantly on the move. In this way, the AFK
focuses on cultural entrepreneurship,
neighborhood-centered cultural offerings and
both crowdfunding and crowdsourcing.
In this workshop, the position and working
methods of the AFK within the cultural policy of
Amsterdam will be examined from four different
angles: Strategy, Impact, Innovation and
Investment Risk vs. Trust. The participants will
have a chance to reflect on the above-mentioned
topics by means of a creative format developed
by Kai van Hasselt, Director of Shinsekai Analysis.
This format, called the Mirror Salon, lets the
12

participants circulate in a playful manner,
allowing them to discuss several topics in depth
within a short period of time.
			
Moderator:
Kirsten van den Hul (The Change Agent)
Key questions:
• What are the interesting new financing models
emerging?
• Do they differ from the meaning, benefits and
challenges of cultural public funding?
• How do we measure the impact of cultural
funding? How can we use that data for
advocacy purposes?
• Is cultural content influenced by alternative
funding models?
• What can we learn from new generations of
artists who are developing their own
(alternative) financing strategies?
12:00 - 12:30
Travel to the Mayor’s Residence by coach
9:30 - 12:00
Breakout session 1C: Creative Workspace
and Talent - keeping artists in the city
Location: WOW
Dress code: Smart Casual

With Bureau Broedplaatsen, the City of
Amsterdam strives to keep artist studio spaces
affordable. It has facilitated the development of
over 60 'art factories' throughout the
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, as part of
broader regeneration schemes and in close
partnership with creative partners and local
partners.
Moderator:
Ruben Maes (Senior Advisor at &MAES)
Case studies: 		
Amsterdam - Jaap Schoufour (Head of Bureau
Broedplaatsen, City of Amsterdam)

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Paris – Rachel Kahn (Cultural Counsellor of the
Governor of Paris Ile-de-France region)
Toronto - Lori Martin (Senior Cultural Affairs
Officer, Cultural Services, City of Toronto) and
David Stonehouse (Director, Waterfront
Secretariat, City of Toronto)
Key questions:
What is the role of city leaders in providing
affordable space for artists?
Are affordable spaces the right solution for urban
development?
How can cities protect artists against the
gentrifying forces of the real estate market artists
inadvertently help to accelerate?
How can cities facilitate the retrofitting of unused
industrial buildings for creative purposes?
Can we measure the impact of affordable spaces
for artists in neighborhoods?
What could be the role of the private sector? What
are their incentives?
What is the role of informal culture in all of this?

Heritage and Economic Affairs of the City of
Amsterdam) and Munira Mirza (Deputy Mayor for
Education and Culture, Greater London Authority)
in which they will reflect on the summit’s findings.
Afterwards we celebrate the end of the summit
with closing drinks.

12:00 - 12:45
Travel to the Mayor’s Residence by coach

Afternoon
12:45 - 13:45
Lunch at the Mayor's Residence
13:45 - 17:00
Closing Session
Location: Mayor's Residence

Chair:
Max van Engen (Director of the Department of
Housing / Programme Manager Amsterdam World
Cities Culture Summit 2014, City of Amsterdam) and
Paul Owens
What you have missed this morning: presentations on
the findings of the morning sessions as well as a
general round up and overview of the lessons
learned. Followed by a joint interview with Kajsa
Ollongren (Deputy Mayor for Arts and Culture,
13

Participants
Amsterdam
Kajsa Ollongren, Deputy
Mayor for Arts & Culture
and Economic Affairs, City
of Amsterdam
Kajsa Ollongren has more
than 20 years of experience
in Dutch politics, including
working for a number of
different ministries in The
Hague. Her previous role was as Secretary General
to Prime Minister Mark Rutte at the Ministry of
General Affairs. She was also chairperson of the
weekly consultation between the Secretary
Generals and Coordinator of Intelligence &
Security. She lives in Amsterdam, is married and has
two children. Kajsa Ollongren is a member of the
liberal D66 Party and was a candidate for Member
of Parliament during the 2006 national elections.
Her portfolio as alderperson includes Arts and
Culture, Economic Affairs, Airport Schiphol and
Seaport, Monuments.
Max van Engen, Director
of the Department of
Housing / Programme
Manager Amsterdam
World Cities Culture
Summit 2014, City of
Amsterdam
Max van Engen is the
programme manager of the
Amsterdam World Cities Culture Summit 2014.
From 2009 until mid 2014 he was the head of the
Arts & Culture office of the City of Amsterdam,
with over 20 years of professional experience in
Dutch theatre. With a masters degree in Theatre
Studies, Max started on the artistic side of theatre
as editor of a professional journal, dramatist and
translator. On the business side, Max has
experience in tour planning, sales, marketing and
PR, finance and human resource management.
From 2001 until 2009 Max was the business
director of Toneelgroep Amsterdam, the largest
theatre company in the Netherlands. Besides
working at the City of Amsterdam since 2009,
14

Max teaches finance and entrepreneurship at the
production management department at
Theaterschool Amsterdam, the City’s school for
dramatic arts. Since July 2014 Max is the director
of the Housing Department of the City of
Amsterdam.
Olga Leijten, Director
of the Department of
Arts & Culture, City of
Amsterdam
Olga Leijten has been the
head of the Arts & Culture
office of the City of
Amsterdam since July 2014.
Olga started working for the
City of Amsterdam in 2001 as a board advisor for
several Aldermen on different topics including for
arts and culture (including the privatization of the
City Theatre, the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam and
the Amsterdam Museum), education, youth affairs
and civil assimilation. She joined the Arts & Culture
office in 2007 focusing on a wide array of topics
and projects, including the design of the City’s
cultural development strategies and major cultural
developments including the Stedelijk Museum
Amsterdam and the City Theatre.
Araf Ahmadali, Policy
advisor for Arts and
Culture / Project Manager
Amsterdam World Cities
Culture Summit 2014,
City of Amsterdam
Araf Ahmadali is the project
manager of the Amsterdam
World Cities Culture Summit
2014 and a policy advisor for Arts and Culture at
the City of Amsterdam, with experience in making
policies on international cultural affairs, funding,
entrepreneurship and creative industries and a
passion for creative (and digital) innovation and
music production.

Barcelona

With a masters degree in political science (and
thesis on the political impact of the MP3 on the
music industry), Araf started working at a small
record label and giving courses on cultural
entrepreneurship at the conservatory of Haarlem.
Araf then became a policy advisor for Arts and
Culture at the Dutch Ministry for Education,
Culture and Science and was involved in the
development of the Dutch national policies on
cultural entrepreneurship and creative industries.
Arts & Culture office of the City
of Amsterdam
The Arts & Culture office is responsible for the
City’s local, national and international cultural
policies with an annual budget of € 135 million. Its
main objectives include:
• The strategic development, implementation and
evaluation of the City's arts and culture policies;
• Granting subsidies to cultural institutions via the
Plan for the Arts (146 in 2013-2016);
• Granting subsidies to the Amsterdam Public
Library, the Public Broadcasting Company of
Amsterdam, the Amsterdam Fund for the Arts
and the Amsterdam Expert Centre for Cultural
Education (Mocca);
• The development and maintenance of cultural
buildings in Amsterdam;
• Partnerships in different policy processes with
the Education, Economic Affairs,
Communication and International Affairs offices
of the City of Amsterdam regarding cultural
education, creative industries, city marketing,
events and trade missions.

Esteve Caramés, Strategic
Policy Advisor, Barcelona
City Culture Department
Esteve Caramés is Strategic
Policy Advisor at Barcelona
City Culture Department.
Since 2004 he has been
involved in the setup of key
creative urban projects in the
city such as the Arts Factory network, the
intercultural arts agenda or the Strategic plan for
culture. From his current position as Senior Advisor
to Deputy Mayor for Culture, Knowledge,
Creativity and Innovation, he cooperates daily with
main cultural institutions and creative industries at
the local level, and he leads the elaboration of city
council programs and proposals where creativity
and cultural development is involved. Esteve
Caramés holds a Degree in Public Administration at
Autonomous University of Barcelona and Sciences
Po Paris; he represents the city in several
community based projects on culture and arts, and
he also holds long experience in European cultural
networking, UCLG Committee on Culture - Agenda
21 for Culture and UNESCO city creative
programmes.

www.iamsterdam.com
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Beijing
Barcelona Institute of Culture –
Barcelona City Council
Barcelona Institute of Culture is the local agency in
charge of local cultural policies at the Barcelona
City Council. The Institute’s mission is to manage
and preserve local cultural heritage, to promote
cultural activity throughout the city, to support
private and non-profit initiatives on the arts sector
and to participate in the governing bodies of main
cultural institutions (National museums, Opera
House, Auditoriums and Performing arts centers).
Barcelona Institute of Culture manages several art
and history museums and cultural centers,
programsand produces cultural festivals at city
level, manages the public libraries network, the
neighborhood’s cultural centers network and the
arts factory network. Through its design, media
and digital arts programmes, the Institute of
Culture also promotes local creative industries.
Barcelona Institute of Culture is the main agent at
the city level to promote local cultural development
and to strengthen the local cultural ecosystem.

www.barcelonacultura.bcn.cat
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Fangming Qiu, Director,
Beijing Association for
Cultural Exchanges
Fangming Qiu, director of
Beijing Association for
Cultural Exchanges, is
dedicated to Beijing’s cultural
development and research on
cultural industry policy. He is
also an assistant researcher at the Beijing Municipal
Center for Economic and Social Development. He
wrote "Research on Policies for Beijing’s Economic
and Cultural Development" and other published
writings.
Meng Wei, Beijing
Association for Cultural
Exchanges
Meng Wei, staff of the
Beijing Association for
Cultural Exchanges, is in
charge of foreign liaison. He
worked at the Chinese
Department of the School of
Humanity and Social Science of Tsinghua
University, teaching overseas students about
Beijing and Chinese Culture in his courses such as
“History and Culture of Beijing.”

Bogotá
Beijing Association for Cultural Exchanges
Beijing Association for Cultural Exchanges,
established in 1986 by people from all walks of life
in Beijing, is a non-profit social organization
dedicated to people-to-people cultural exchanges
and cooperation. It is also a member of the China
International Culture Association. Beijing
Association for Cultural Exchanges is committed to
enhancing mutual understanding, promoting
cultural prosperity and driving forward social
development through developing cultural
exchanges and cooperation between Beijing people
and peoples of the world. Up till now, it has
planned and hosted dozens of cultural exchange
programs that include friendly visits, academic
seminars, exhibitions of artefact, painting,
calligraphy and photography, art performances and
so on, and thus strengthened friendship and
cooperation with organizations and peoples from
over 60 countries and regions in the world.

Clarisa Ruiz Correal,
Secretary of Culture,
Leisure and Sport
Department, City of
Bogotá
Clarisa Ruiz Correal is
currently the Secretary of
Culture, Recreation and Sport
of the City of Bogotá in the
Government of Mayor Gustavo Petro. Graduated in
Philosophy from the Sorbonne in Paris, her long
career as a promoter of the arts in the public and
private sector put her in contact with all cultural
expressions, from the visual and performing arts, to
literature, music, art education and new
technologies. Clarisa has been cultural attaché of
Colombia in France, Director of the Santa Fe
Gallery, Deputy Director of the Iberoamerican
Theater Festival, Deputy Director of the National
Theatre, Director of the Academy of Arts in Bogota
(ASAB), and Director of Arts of the Ministry of
Culture. She also served as Deputy Manager of
Focine, and taught in the area of Cultural
Management in the Actor Training Program of the
Teatro Libre and the ASAB. She has been manager
of several associations and foundations to promote
cultural activity in Colombia, among which stand
out ‘Circus City School’ in Ciudad Bolivar and
‘Liebre Lunar’. Also a writer of children’s literature.
Secretary Office of Culture, Leisure and
Sport, City of Bogotá
The Secretary Office of Culture, Leisure and Sport
leads on the formulation and implementation of
policies, plans and programmes of the city’s culture,
heritage, leisure and sports sectors. The Secretary
maintains the cultural and recreational rights of the
Capital District’s inhabitants, and promotes these
rights as a key factor to human development and the
social sustainability of Bogotá.

www.culturarecreacionydeporte.gov.co
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Buenos Aires
Hernán Lombardi,
Minister of Culture, City
of Buenos Aires
Hernán Lombardi is a civil
engineer, businessman and
politician. He has been
Minister of Culture of the
City of Buenos Aires since
2007. He used to serve as
Secretary of Tourism for the City of Buenos Aires
and, in 1999, became Secretary of Tourism of the
Argentine Republic. During his term, he was
supervisor of the Administration of National Parks.
He was in charge of the Presidency of the
Commission for the Americas of the World Tourism
Organization (WTO). In 2001, Argentina’s
presidency decided to add culture and sport to its
cabinet and he became the country’s first Minister
of Tourism, Culture and Sport. During his term at
the Ministry, he developed and implemented the
National Plan of Sustainable Tourism Development,
which was recognized by the World Travel &
Tourism Council (WTTC). He returned to the
private sector from 2002 to 2007, working with the
hotel industry, advising and drawing up with his
collaborators tourism plans for Peru, Ecuador,
Paraguay, Chile and the Argentine Patagonia. He
was named Knight of the Legion of Honor by the
French Embassy in 2012 and was awarded the
Order of Merit of the Italian Republic in 2013.

Miguel Gutiérrez,
Undersecretary of
Tourism, City of Buenos
Aires
Miguel Gutiérrez is
Undersecretary of Tourism at
the City of Buenos Aires. He
went to Law School for 3
years at the University of
Buenos Aires. Miguel has always been involved in
the touristic and gastronomic industry. He used to
be manager of the Restaurant La Biela, which was
declared ‘Site of Cultural Interest’ by the
Legislature of the City of Buenos Aires. He also
developed brands such as Bataclana Bar & Concert
and Augur Hostel Boutique, both closely related to
the culture and tourism industry. He is also an
honorific member of the Hotels, Restaurants, Bars
and Café’s Association of the City of Buenos Aires.
Ministry of Culture, City of Buenos Aires
The Ministry of Culture of the City of Buenos Aires’
objectives are to promote, strengthen and
stimulate cultural and artistic creation, production
and formation in every discipline to optimize
creative development as well as innovation and
participative culture in the city. It also assists in
developing audiences by offering diverse, original
and high quality cultural and artistic programmes.
In addition, the Ministry works to guarantee a
democratic access to culture in the city. It also has
for missions to contribute to the development of
cultural ties with other cities of Argentina and of
the world, to stimulate the participation of younger
generations in the cultural life of the city, and to
promote its tangible and intangible heritage sites.

www.buenosaires.gob.ar/areas/cultura
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Hong Kong
Yuet-wah Wong, Principal
Assistant Secretary for
Home Affairs (Culture),
Hong Kong
Ms. Yuet-wah Wong is
currently Principal Assistant
Secretary (Culture) of the
Home Affairs Bureau. Her
portfolio covers policies
relating to cultural exchange between Hong Kong
and other countries, public and private museums,
public libraries, visual arts and intangible cultural
heritage. Being a member of HKSAR Government's
Administrative Service, prior to joining the Home
Affairs Bureau in 2011, she served in various
bureaux and departments, including the former
Health and Welfare Bureau, Development Bureau,
Home Affairs Department and Hong Kong
Economic and Trade Office in Brussels.
Home Affairs Bureau, Government of the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
The Home Affairs Bureau (HAB) of the Government
of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
has policy responsibility over the whole spectrum of
arts and culture encompassing performing arts,
visual arts, public arts, libraries, museums and
intangible cultural heritage, covering the
development of both cultural infrastructure and
cultural software (including arts education,
audience building, programme development and
grooming of talents, etc). Its vision is to develop
Hong Kong as an international cultural metropolis
with a distinct identity grounded in Chinese
traditions and enriched by different cultures, where
life is celebrated through cultural pursuit, and as a
prominent hub of cultural exchanges.

www.hab.gov.hk

Elaine Yeung, Chief Manager
(Audience Building, Festivals
& Entertainment), Leisure
and Cultural Services
Department, Hong Kong
Ms. Elaine Yeung is currently the
Chief Manager leading three
programming teams of Audience
Building, Arts Festivals and Entertainment Programmes
under the Leisure and Cultural Services Department
since 2012. Her scope of work ranges from free outdoor
entertainment events like fireworks displays and lantern
carnivals at festive occasions, to audience building and
arts education projects at schools and community, and
to two annual major arts festivals. Prior to that, she had
worked in various offices in the field which included the
Hong Kong Film Archive, the Festivals Office, the
Cultural Presentations Office, the Hong Kong Chinese
Orchestra, the Hong Kong Science Museum and the
Hong Kong Cultural Centre.
Leisure and Cultural Services Department, Home
Affairs Bureau, Government of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region
The Leisure and Cultural Services Department is an
executive arm of the Home Affairs Bureau and provides
the community with services to preserve its cultural
heritage, enhance its physical environment, and foster
co-operative interaction between sports, cultural and
community organizations. There are three main divisions
under the Cultural Services Branch, namely the
Performing Arts; Heritage and Museums; and Libraries
and Development. Under the Performing Arts Division,
the Department provides a wide range of performance
facilities, cultural and entertainment programmes to
promote the development and appreciation of
performing and visual arts. Apart from managing 16
performance venues, the Department also stages
presentations of various art forms as well as international
festivals and arts education activities. The Department
promotes culture and the arts in Hong Kong to create an
environment that encourages artistic expression and
appreciation of culture in the community.
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Istanbul
Prof. Ahmet Emre Bilgili,
Director, Istanbul
Directorate of the
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Mr. Bilgili studied sociology
at Hacettepe (Ankara) and
Mimar Sinan Universities
(Istanbul) and started his
career as an academician at Yuzuncu Yil University
(Van) in 1993. He worked as the director of the
‘Family Research and Education Centre’ and the
‘Press and Public Relations Centre’ of the
university until 1995. In 1995, he established the
Sociology department of the university and acted
as the head of the sociology department for five
years, carrying out applied sociological researches
at the Eastern Anatolian Region of the country. He
was appointed to Marmara University (Istanbul) in
1999 and is still a professor there. His researches
focus on family and children policies, cultural
policies, urban studies and city tourism. Mr. Bilgili
has also been the director of the Istanbul
Directorate of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism
since 2004. He was vice president and a member of
the Executive Board of the 2010 Istanbul European
Capital of Culture Agency. He is a member of the
Sociology Association, Children’s Foundation and
Writers Union of Turkey. He is also the vice
president of TURING, the Touring and Automobile
Club of Turkey. He is married and has two children.
Esma Firuze Küyük,
Assistant Expert of
Culture & Tourism,
Istanbul Office of the
Ministry of Culture and
Tourism
Esma Firuze Küyük has
worked for the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism of
Turkey since 2009. Within the scope of the Cultural
Policy Review programme of the Council of Europe,
she took part in the National Cultural Policy Review
working group of the Ministry.
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She was also the contact point at the Ministry of
Calypso Social Tourism Preparatory Action of the
European Commission. She has been at the Istanbul
Office of the Ministry since 2011. Her current work
is dedicated to the promotion of Istanbul’s cultural
sites and cultural tourism. Esma has an MSc degree
in Human Rights and another MSs degree in Social
Policy, and her expertise is in ‘social tourism’.
Istanbul Culture and Tourism Directorate,
Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism
Istanbul Culture and Tourism Directorate is the
provincial representative and local coordinating
body of the Turkish Ministry of Culture and
Tourism. The Directorate is composed of nine
departments with more than 100 staff members.
The Directorate contributes to the international
promotion of Istanbul and manages the tourism
information offices located in the city’s touristic
districts. Its officials conduct regular audits of the
tourism sector (hotels, travel agencies, tour guides,
etc.) to ensure they comply with the standards
determined by the Ministry. The Directorate’s
responsibilities further include the smooth
operation of the city’s public museums and
libraries, providing official certificates to cultural
establishments (such as cinemas and publishers),
hosting and supporting arts and cultural events as
well as organizing workshops to identify the sector
needs.
The Directorate is also a prominent organization in
Istanbul in terms of cultural research and studies. It
produced the ‘City and Culture: Istanbul’ textbook,
which is the central piece of the elective ‘İstanbul
courses’ offered by the city’s universities. The
Directorate is also a partner of the Istanbul Cultural
Heritage and Cultural Economy Inventory, a
research project collecting both qualitative and
quantitative detailed information about the city’s
cultural environment.

www.kultur.gov.tr

London
Munira Mirza,
Deputy Mayor for
Education and Culture,
Mayor of London’s Office
Munira Mirza is the Deputy
Mayor for Education and
Culture. She advises the
Mayor on his priorities for
culture and education and
leads the delivery of key programmes, including
£40m Education and Youth investment in London.
Munira has worked for a range of cultural and
charitable organizations including the Royal
Society of Arts, the independent think tank Policy
Exchange and Tate. In 2009 she completed her
PhD at the University of Kent. She has written and
broadcast about social policy in the UK, including
race relations, culture and education. Her book,
‘The Politics of Culture: The Case for Universalism’
was published by Palgrave Macmillan in 2011.
Munira is a member of Arts Council England,
London Area Council; the Royal College of Music
Council; and the board of the Institute of
Contemporary Art.
Justine Simons,
Head of Culture, Mayor of
London’s Office and Chair
of the World Cities
Culture Forum
Justine is the Chair of the
World Cities Culture Forum. As
Head of Culture for the Mayor
of London for over a decade,
Justine has played a central role in the cultural
revitalization of London - with Mayors from both
sides of the political spectrum. She leads London’s
Cultural Policy and shapes the Mayor’s Investment
Strategy for the Creative Industries which covers film,
fashion and design. She spearheaded the largest
cultural festival ever staged in London for the 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games. Justine oversees
City Hall’s work across music, theatre, international
cultural exchange, visual arts, cultural policy and arts
in the public realm.

She has built the Fourth Plinth Commission into the
UK’s biggest sculpture prize and chairs the Big
Dance, the world’s biggest participatory dance
festival, now in 23 countries. She serves on the
boards of the British Fashion Council, British Film
Commission, London Design Festival, Artichoke
Trust and the Mayor’s Thames Festival. Prior to the
Mayor’s Office, Justine worked in the field of
contemporary dance for ten years with a variety of
leading venues.
Jackie McNerney,
Culture Strategy Manager,
Mayor of London’s Office
Jackie is Cultural Strategy
Manager in the Mayor of
London’s Culture Team.
Previously, Jackie has worked
in a variety of cultural
organizations across the UK.
Her last job, as Chief Operating Officer at the
Serpentine Gallery, included working on the lead
up to the opening of the new Serpentine Sackler
Gallery. Jackie has also worked for the Manchester
International Festival, a biennial commissioning
arts festival presenting world premieres in
Manchester and then touring them internationally.
She has also worked in several theatre
organizations including the Royal Shakespeare
Company, Lyric Theatre Hammersmith and
Kneehigh Theatre. Jackie also sits on the Board of
the Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art in
Manchester.
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Chenine Bhathena, Senior
Cultural Strategy Officer,
Mayor of London’s Office
Chenine is Senior Cultural
Strategy Officer at the
Greater London Authority,
supporting the delivery of
the Mayor’s Cultural Strategy
across London. Chenine has a
specific policy focus on extraordinary cultural
interventions across London’s outdoor spaces – the
river, green spaces, high streets and development
zones. She was London 2012 Creative Programmer
(2009-2013) delivering SHOWTIME the biggest
pan London outdoor festival ever seen in the city
and initiating the extraordinary Piccadilly Circus
Circus, a one day outdoor spectacular that
transformed this historic West End site; the
national lead for Outdoor Arts at Arts Council
England (2006-2009) where she wrote the
strategic policy for outdoor arts NEW
LANDSCAPES; and previously an independent arts
producer developing creative projects with national
touring companies and festivals.
Ben McKnight, Senior Press Officer,
Mayor of London’s Office
As part of the Mayor of London’s media relations
team Ben McKnight manages the Culture &
Community Desk, working closely with the culture,
events and education teams at the Greater London
Authority. He led communications for the Mayor’s
cultural programme during the London Olympic
and Paralympic Games, liaising with the London
2012 media team. Ben is a trustee at outdoor arts
company Emergency Exit Arts and has an MA in
Arts Policy and Management from Birkbeck
College. In 2014 he has also returned to the stage,
as lead singer in the reformed band he previously
sang with in his twenties.
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Greater London Authority
The Greater London Authority (GLA) is a strategic
authority with a Londonwide role to design a better
future for the capital. It supports the work of the
Mayor of London, helping his office to develop and
deliver strategies for London. It also supports the
London Assembly in their role of scrutinising the
work of the Mayor and representing the interests
of Londoners. While the Mayor and the London
Assembly are elected by Londoners, the staff of
the GLA are a permanent body that provides
continuity in the ongoing development and
delivery of strategies for London. It is their role,
regardless of the political background of the
Mayor, his team or Assembly Members, to make
sure that the work they do on behalf of London is
of the highest standard that this great city
deserves.

www.london.gov.uk

Tom Campbell,
BOP Associate
Tom is an independent
consultant, working in the
fields of creative industries,
culture and economic
development. His particular
interest and experience is in
how policy makers can best
grow the creative economy, particularly through
initiatives around enterprise support, skills and
capital investment. He worked with the Greater
London Authority to help produce the Mayor’s
Cultural Strategy, working closely with stakeholders
from across the sector. Prior to this, Tom was Head
of Creative Industries at the London Development
Agency where he oversaw an annual budget of
over £10 million and managed a team dedicated to
developing and managing investments intended to
support the growth of London’s creative industries.

Los Angeles
Laura Zucker,
Executive Director,
Los Angeles County
Departments of
Cultural Affairs

Laura Zucker is
Executive Director of the Los Angeles County Arts
Commission and Director of the Masters in Arts
Management Program at Claremont Graduate
University. She headed the California Cultural
Tourism Initiative, which marketed the arts of
California domestically and internationally. Ms.
Zucker serves on the boards of Grantmakers in the
Arts, the Association of Arts Administration
Educators, the Ford Theatre Foundation board, is a
member of the Los Angeles Coalition, and was a
founding member of the board of Arts for LA. She
received a B.A. in English from Barnard College and
attended the Yale School of Drama.
Sofia Klatzker, Director of
Grants and Professional
Development, Los Angeles
County Arts Commission
Sofia Klatzker is the Director
of Grants and Professional
Development for the Los
Angeles County Arts
Commission. She oversees
the commission’s Organizational Grant Program,
Arts Internship Program, professional development
opportunities for artists and arts administrators,
fosters public and private partnerships, and
convenes local arts funders. Ms. Klatzker
represents the state of California on the Cultural
Data Project Advisory Group, and co-chairs the Los
Angeles Arts Funders group. She managed the
commission’s arts education initiative Arts for All
for over nine years, built advocacy networks and
resources, conducted research, and fostered new
partnerships and collaborations to provide arts
education for all public students in LA County.
Sofia served as Vice Chair of the Culver City
Cultural Affairs Foundation Board, Infrastructure

Committee Chair for the California Arts Advocates,
and was a member of the California Alliance for
Arts Education Policy Council.
She has been a guest lecturer at the University of
Southern California and Claremont Graduate
University. Ms. Klatzker was a 2013 Leadership LA
Fellow, attended Oberlin’s Conservatory with a
focus on electronic music composition, founded an
arts-focused media company in the 1990s, and
earned her Masters in Arts Administration from
Goucher College.
Los Angeles County Arts Commission
The Los Angeles County Arts Commission fosters
excellence, diversity, vitality, understanding and
accessibility of the arts in Los Angeles County,
providing leadership in cultural services of all
disciplines for the largest county in the US,
encompassing 88 municipalities. The Arts
Commission administers a grants program that
funds more than 350 nonprofit arts organizations,
supports the regional blueprint to restore arts
education to 81 school districts, funds the largest
arts internship program in the country, programs a
1,200 seat amphitheater and implements the
county’s civic art program. The Arts Commission
also produces free community programs, including
the L.A. Holiday Celebration for public television.

www.lacountyarts.org
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Danielle Brazell,
General Manager, City of
Los Angeles Department
of Cultural Affairs
Danielle Brazell is the General
Manager of the City of Los
Angeles Department of
Cultural Affairs (DCA),
reporting directly to the
Mayor and leading a full time staff of 35. Ms.
Brazell works with the progressive arts agency’s
Public Art, Grants Administration, Community Arts,
and Marketing and Development Division Directors
to oversee a $56 million portfolio of facilities,
programming, and initiatives providing arts and
cultural services in Los Angeles. Prior to being
appointed to this position in the summer of 2014,
Ms. Brazell was the Executive Director of Arts for
LA. During her tenure, she transitioned the
organization from an ad-hoc steering committee
comprised of local executive arts leadership, to a
highly visible arts advocacy organization serving the
greater Los Angeles region. Under her stewardship,
Arts for LA became a formidable coalition
advancing the arts in the largest county in the
country. Ms. Brazell’s additional professional
experience also includes working as the Artistic
Director of Highways Performance Space and as the
Director of Special Projects for the Screen Actors
Guild Foundation.
City of Los Angeles Department of
Cultural Affairs
The Department of Cultural Affairs (DCA) generates
and supports high quality arts and cultural
experiences for Los Angeles’ 4 million residents and
40 million annual visitors. DCA advances the social
and economic impact of the arts and ensures access
to diverse and enriching cultural activities through:
grant-making, marketing, development, public art,
community arts programming, arts education, and
building partnerships with artists and arts and
cultural organizations in neighborhoods throughout
the City of Los Angeles. DCA significantly supports
artists and cultural projects through its Public Art
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Division by administering the Public Works
Improvements Arts Program and the Private Arts
Development Fee Program. DCA’s Marketing and
Development Division has raised $34 million over
the last 12 fiscal years to re-grant to LA-based
artists and arts and cultural organizations, and to
support DCA’s special programming and facilities.
DCA also grants approximately $2.3 million
annually to almost 300 artists and nonprofit arts
and cultural organizations through its longestablished Grants Administration Division. DCA
provides arts and cultural programming through its
Community Arts Division, managing numerous
neighborhood arts and cultural centers, theaters,
historic sites, and educational initiatives. DCA’s
Marketing and Development Division also markets
the City's arts and cultural events through
development and collaboration with strategic
partners, design and production of creative
catalogs, publications, and promotional materials,
and management of DCA’s social media channels
and the culturela.org website.
www.culturela.org

Madrid
José Francisco Garcia
Lopez, Director General of
Cultural Heritage and
Urban Landscape Quality,
Madrid City Council
José Francisco Garcia Lopez
has been the Director General of Cultural Heritage
and Urban Landscape Quality in the City Hall of
Madrid since April 2013, which encompasses
conservation and rehabilitation of the city's
landmarks and architectural heritage, creation of
new cultural infrastructure, dissemination of the
city's heritage and landscape, and definition of
criteria for Madrid's urban landscape. Previously, he
initiated in 2012 a business project focused on
cultural, heritage and tourism projects and
marketing in the private sector at Turismo Innova.
Starting in 2006, he was the Manager of the
Provincial Council of Tourism of the Zaragoza
Provincial Government, and also Director of the
Zaragoza Provincial Government Pavilion and the
Chamber of Commerce during the International
Expo of 2008 in Zaragoza, a position responsible
for the preparation, assembly and operation of the
Pavilion during the Expo, and disassembly
afterwards. Since 1998 he has been the Director of
the Uncastillo Romanesque Centre Foundation,
dedicated to the rehabilitation and management of
the cultural heritage of Uncastillo and Cinco Villas,
a region in northern Aragon. He graduated in Law
from the University of Zaragoza Law School (Spain)
in 1992 and practiced law from 1994 to 2006. He is
also a member of the Cultural Heritage Commission
of the Community of Madrid (CIPAM).
Directorate General of Cultural Heritage
and Urban Landscape Quality, Madrid
City Council
The Directorate-General of Cultural Heritage and
Urban Landscape Quality coordinates and
supervises municipal activities in different sectors
that affect the cultural and intangible heritage of
the city of Madrid. It directs and supervises
programmes for the restoration of historic heritage
and the construction and preservation of municipal

landmarks. It is responsible for promoting activities
related to culture, exhibits and dissemination of the
Madrid's historic heritage, and actions related to
renovation, restoration, rehabilitation and new
construction of municipal cultural infrastructures. It
establishes the directions, criteria and guidelines
for the municipal policy on improving the quality of
the urban landscape of Madrid.
www.madrid.es
Carlota Álvarez Basso,
Director, Matadero
Madrid
Carlota was appointed
Director of Contemporary
Cultural Programmes for
Matadero Madrid and
Intermediate in October 2012.
She had joined Madrid City
Hall in March 2012 as General Director for Planning
and Evaluation for the Arts, where she developed
the PECAM (Strategic Plan for Culture of Madrid
City Hall). Previously, she directed the candidacy of
Córdoba European Capital of Culture between 2008
and 2011, after what she rejoined the Reina Sofia
National Museum and Art Centre for a few months
as Head of Corporate Development. She used to be
Projects Director of the State Society for Cultural
Commemorations, at the Ministry of Culture of
Spain, is the founder and was the Director of the
Museum of Contemporary Art in Vigo from 2001 to
2005, and was the Director of the Palace of
Congresses and Exhibitions of Pontevedra from
1999 to 2001. She has curated numerous national
and international exhibitions, has been a member
on several honorary committees and advisory
councils of cultural institutions, and is the author of
numerous critical texts for catalogs and magazines.
She holds a Diploma of 'Maîtrise in Sociology' from
the University of Nanterre in Paris, later transferred
to the title of 'degree in Sociology' from
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, in which she
also studied doctorate courses on cultural
consumption in Spain.
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Montréal
Matadero Madrid
Matadero Madrid defines itself as a large
laboratory for contemporary interdisciplinary
creation in dialogue with the city. It is a space for
sharing ideas about culture and the values of
contemporary society and it is open to all fields of
creation. Its aim is to encourage interaction and
dialogue amongst creators and with audiences. The
centre was set up in 2006 by Madrid City Council,
which gave it the mandate ‘to promote the
research, production, training and promotion of
contemporary creation and thinking in all its facets.
Its areas of activity include the visual and
performing arts, literature and reading, philosophy,
music and sound art, cinema, design, fashion,
architecture, urban planning and landscaping, all
with a view to fostering a comprehensive and
multidisciplinary approach to creation’. Open to the
public since 2007, the evolution of Matadero
Madrid has been, and continues to be, marked by
the involvement of the city’s main agents and
institutions active in the various areas of cultural
creation. This commitment takes the form of a
public-private partnership which promotes public
participation in the project and guarantees its
plurality, independence and viability.

Jean-Robert Choquet,
Director, Direction de la
culture et du patrimoine,
Ville de Montréal
Jean-Robert Choquet has
been the Ville de Montréal’s
Director of Culture and
Heritage since 2004. Among
other achievements, he
oversaw work on the city’s Cultural Development
Policy, and spearheaded the organization of the
two publics meetings: Rendez-vous 07 and in 2012.
He also sits on the 2007-2017 Action Plan steering
committee. Immediately prior to taking up his
current duties, Mr. Choquet was the Ville de
Montréal Communications Director. He is also a
former Executive Director of the Union des artistes
association.

www.mataderomadrid.org

ville.montreal.qc.ca

Direction de la culture et du patrimoine
The Direction de la culture et du patrimoine (DCP)
plays a leading role in the development and
enhancement of the various components that make
up the cultural identity of Montréal. By fostering
close ties between the various disciplines, the DCP
makes culture a key driver of the city’s growth.

Pierre Fortin, Executive
Director, Quartier des
Spectacles Partnership
In 2009, Pierre Fortin
became Executive Director of
the Quartier des Spectacles
Partnership, the non-profit
organization responsible for
managing public spaces,
programming activities and promoting the Quartier
des Spectacles. After founding a community radio
station, CIBL-FM, he worked in communications
and marketing for a Canadian financial institution.
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Moscow

As an employee of the Ville de Montréal, his roles
included head of communications during public
consultations on the city’s master plan. Mr. Fortin
created Bell Canada’s first communications unit
focused on the business market, and was the
company’s representative during the development
of Montreal’s Quartier International. As VP
marketing for the Old Port of Montreal
Corporation, he led the rebranding of the Montreal
Science Centre and the Old Port. Mr. Fortin serves
on the board of directors of La Vitrine culturelle
and on the steering committee of the UNESCOBell Chair in Communication and International
Development.
Quartier des spectacles Partnership
The Quartier des spectacles Partnership is a notfor-profit organization that brings together some
60 members who are active on its territory. Its
board is composed of representatives from the
cultural, institutional, educational and business
sectors, the city of Montreal as well as local
residents. The Quartier des spectacles allows the
key stakeholders on its territory to combine their
efforts and act in concert. It is supported by the
City of Montreal as well as diverse partners. Its
actions aim to enrich and preserve the Quartier’s
cultural assets, notably those related to the
performing arts and performance venues; create a
vibrant Quartier through the programming of
cultural activities in addition to the existing offer;
manage the public spaces and specialized facilities
used for cultural activities; illuminate the Quartier
des spectacles with artistic lighting; promote and
develop the Quartier des spectacles as the heart of
Montreal, an international tourist destination.

www.quartierdesspectacles.com/en

Sergei Kapkov, Moscow
Government Minister and
Head of the Department
of Culture, Moscow City
Government
Sergei Kapkov has been Head
of the Department of Culture
of Moscow since September
2011, and was appointed
Moscow Government Minister in September 2013.
Prior to joining the Moscow Government, in 2011
Sergei Kapkov was director of the Gorky Central
Park state management company. Immediately
upon Mr Kapkov’s appointment as director, massive
transformations began at the park. One of
Kapkov’s first innovations was the repeal of paid
entry to the park. The park became a venue for
holding major city celebrations and festivals, while
modern and convenient sporting infrastructure was
built. December 2003 Mr Kapkov started his career
in the Government Duma. He was a member of the
Committee for Civil, Criminal, Arbitration and
Procedural Law. In December 2007 Sergei was
reelected deputy of the Government Duma, deputy
chairman of the Committee for information policy,
information technologies and telecommunications.
Besides his career in the Government, Sergei
Kapkov is the chairman of management of the
National Academy of Football and vice president of
the Russian Football Union. He graduated from
Volga-Vyatka Public Administration Academy with
a degree in Public and Municipal Administration,
and then continued studying there as a
postgraduate student of social philosophy.
Natalia Fishman, Advisor
to the Head of the
Moscow Department of
Culture
In 2010-2011 Natalia
Fishman worked at the
Institute for Media,
Architecture and Design
"Strelka". In 2011 she took
part in the renovation of Gorky Park, and then
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became advisor to the Head of the Moscow
Department of Culture. In 2012-2013 she was
Director for Development of the Jewish Museum
and Tolerance Center. She is currently working on
the place branding of several regions of Russia. She
has been Deputy Director of the Moscow Institute
for Social and Cultural Programs since 2012.
Moscow Department of Culture
Moscow Department of Culture is part of the
Moscow Government. It develops municipal
targeted programmes in culture and the arts. Today
it plays a key role in the Moscow cultural policy.
The Department of Culture manages about 500
legal entities, located at over 1000 addresses all
over Moscow. In addition to museums, theaters,
libraries, parks, exhibition halls, cultural centers,
youth centers, arts schools, concert halls and
cinemas, the Department also includes
organizations involved in sectoral and territorial
development. It develops pedestrian zones,
organizes city festivals, launches grant programmes
for cultural institutions, educational events for
cultural managers and creative industry
entrepreneurs, etc.

www.kultura.mos.ru

Maria Privalova, Program Director,
International Moscow Culture Forum
Maria Privalova is a curator and producer of
numerous festivals, exhibitions and seminars in the
cultural field, often focused on design. She's an
organizer of TEDx events in Moscow and a cofounder of the LimitedUnlimited design agency.
She has been consulting cultural institutions of
Moscow on design issues since 2012. In 2014 she
was appointed Program Director of the first
International Moscow Culture Forum.
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International Moscow Culture Forum
The First Moscow International Forum was organized
by the Moscow Department of Culture in October
15-18, 2014 and it is now projected to become an
annual event. The forum is a public project opened
to everybody willing to participate. It hosts events
important for international experts in culture, science
and art. The extensive program of the Forum
covered leading Moscow cultural initiatives of last
three years and most striking contemporary projects.
The festival program included performances,
concerts and plays of artists of various genres from
different countries and cities, presentations of new
large projects, interactive exhibitions, workshops
and a city food market.

www.moscowcultureforum.ru

Alina Bogatkova,
Executive Director of the
Moscow Institute for
Social and Cultural
Programs
After working at the
International Business School
of Plekhanov Russian
University of Economics Alina
Bogatkova joined the press office of the Moscow
Department of Culture. In 2013-2014 she was
Deputy Director of the State Bulgakov Museum.
She has been the Executive Director of the Moscow
Institute for Social and Cultural Programs since
2012.

New York
Moscow Institute for Social and Cultural
Programs
The Moscow Institute for Social and Cultural
Programs (MISCP) is a state research organization
that undertakes research on Moscow’s urban
environment, social and cultural life. In 2013 MISCP
launched the project "Mechanics of Moscow.
Urban environment research" that includes a mass
survey of about 12,500 respondents and 120
statistical indicators that cover all spheres of urban
environment and describes all territories of
Moscow. Based on the collected data and
experience MISCP consults the Moscow
Department of Culture and its cultural institutions
on the issues of development and project planning.
Starting from 2014 a separate unit of MISCP
creates universal design guidelines for the cultural
institutions of Moscow.

www.miscp.ru

Tom Finkelpearl,
Commissioner, Department
of Cultural Affairs, New
York City
Tom Finkelpearl is the
Commissioner of the New York
City Department of Cultural
Affairs. In this role he oversees
city funding for nonprofit arts
organizations across the five boroughs and directs
the cultural policy for the City of New York. Prior to
his appointment by Mayor Bill de Blasio,
Commissioner Finkelpearl served as Executive
Director of the Queens Museum for twelve years
starting in 2002, overseeing an expansion that
doubled the museum’s size and positioning the
organization as a vibrant center for social
engagement in nearby communities. He also held
positions at P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, working
on the organization’s merger with the Museum of
Modern Art, and served as Director of the
Department of Cultural Affairs Percent for Art
program.
Ryan Max, Director of
External Affairs,
Department of Cultural
Affairs, New York City
Ryan Max serves as Director of
External Affairs at the New
York City Department of
Cultural Affairs. In this role, he
manages public affairs, media
relations, and a range of special projects for the
agency. He previously worked for a community
development organization in the South Bronx and
holds a degree in journalism and anthropology from
New York University.
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Paris
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
The New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
(DCLA) is dedicated to supporting and
strengthening New York City's vibrant cultural life.
Among its primary missions is to ensure adequate
public funding for nonprofit cultural organizations,
both large and small, throughout the five boroughs.
DCLA also works to promote and advocate for
quality arts programming and to articulate the
contribution made by the cultural community to the
City's economic and social vitality. The Department
represents and serves nonprofit cultural
organizations involved in the visual, literary and
performing arts; public-oriented science and
humanities institutions including zoos, botanical
gardens and historic and preservation societies; and
creative artists at all skill levels who live and work
within the City's five boroughs.

Rachel Khan,
Cultural Counsellor of the
Governor of Paris Ile-deFrance region
Rachel has been the Cultural
Counsellor of the Governor of
Paris Ile-de-France region for
five years. Since appointed,
she has been responsible for the implementation of
the cultural and creative policies. Before joining the
Regional Council, she was involved in urban
planning for the development of Greater Paris, in
gender mainstreaming, youth education and
communication – on which themes she has served
on several public organizations. Rachel is also an
actress for film and performing arts, a filmmaker
and a dancer. In 2013, she was recognized as a
Young Leader by the U.S. Department of State
(International Visitor Leadership Program, IVLP).

www.nyc.gov/dcla

Kate D. Levin, Advisor,
World Cities Culture
Forum and Principal,
Bloomberg Associates
(New York, NY)
Kate D. Levin is a principal at
Bloomberg Associates, a
philanthropic consulting firm
created to collaborate with
cities around the world on improving quality of life
for their citizens. She also oversees the Arts Program
at Bloomberg Philanthropies. Previously, Levin
served as Commissioner of the New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs from 2002-2013,
during which time she participated in early
conversations that led to the creation of the World
Cities Culture Forum. The inaugural fellow of the
National Center for Arts Research (NCAR) at
Southern Methodist University, she has taught at the
City University of New York, worked for several arts
organizations, and served in the NEW YORK CITY
mayoral administration of Ed Koch.
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Paris Ile-de-France Regional Council
The Regional Council is comprised of three
branches: an executive branch composed of a
president and 15 vice-presidents; a regional
assembly, elected by direct universal suffrage,
constituted of 208 Regional Council members; and
the regional administration (1,800 administrative
people and 8,500 technical agents of high schools).
Its 5 billion euro budget is dedicated to
Transportation and Mobility, Housing, High School
Education, Economic Development, Training and
Employment, Health, Solidarity and Social Policy,
Culture, Tourism, Sport, Sustainable Development.
The Region supports culture through contemporary
creation whether cinema, music, theatre or books,
and helps young people gain access to culture. It is
also involved in installing technical equipment in
studios and artistic workshops and is the first local
government in France to support cinema and
audiovisual. It also ensures that valuable historic
heritage is safeguarded and developed.

www.iledefrance.fr

Carine Camors,
Urban Economist, IAU
Ile-de-France
Carine Camors is an
Economist at the Paris
Region Urban Planning &
Development Agency (IAU),
Paris, France. She specializes
on three main topics:
Employment, Social Economy and Creative
Economy. She contributed to the master planning
process of the Paris metropolitan development
strategy. In regards to the Creative Economy topic,
she focuses on creative and cultural industries
(CCI), as a strategic regional sector, and their
impact on the territorial development in the Paris
Region: profile of the creative workforce and skills
analysis, CCI organization within the metropolis and
the dynamics at the regional scale, new creative
businesses location, geographical cultural
clustering in the core of the City, the challenges of
the digital era. She is one of the two coordinators
and researchers in charge of the Paris region for
the World Cities Culture Forum.

IAU Ile-de-France
IAU Ile-de-France is Paris Region Urban Planning &
Development Agency. It has 50 years of experience
in the urban development of the metropolis of
Paris and international planning projects. Thanks to
a 200-strong multidisciplinary staff with expertise
covering all aspects of planning, IAU carries out a
global conception of planning using an integrated
approach (mobility and transport, urban project,
demographics and housing, economic
development, network management, vision of
social practices, culture...). As a regional think tank,
IAU is involved in the economic development
aspect of culture as well as the capital region’s
cultural facilities and practices planning, providing
guidance and support to decision-makers in their
practical and political choices. Since 2005, IAU
pioneered the creative sector and job cross-analysis
in France.

www.iau-idf.fr.

Odile Soulard,
Urban Economist, IAU
Ile-de-France
Odile Soulard is an Economist
at the Paris Region Urban
Planning & Development
Agency (IAU), Paris, France.
Her areas of expertise are
mainly related to the
knowledge economy: R&D, innovation, creative
economy (cultural and creative industries) and
dynamics of networks, in local and international
urban contexts. She contributed to the master
planning process of the Paris metropolitan
development strategy. She is one of the two
coordinators and researchers in charge of the Paris
region for the World Cities Culture Forum.
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Rio de Janeiro
Sérgio Sá Leitão,
Secretary of Culture,
Municipality of Rio de
Janeiro and CEO, RioFilme
With a graduation in
Journalism at Rio's Federal
University (UFRJ) and postgraduation degrees in Public
Policies and Marketing, Sérgio
Sá Leitão is Rio de Janeiro's Secretary of Culture
(since December 2012) and RioFilme's CEO (since
January 2009). He was a Director at Ancine
(Brazilian National Film Agency) from 2007 to 2008
and worked as a consulting advisor specialized in
audiovisual and entertainment projects for many
companies and institutions in Brazil. From 2006 to
2007, he supervised at the Brazilian National
Development Bank (BNDES) the creation of the
Culture Economics Department (now Culture,
Entertainment and Services Department) and the
Audiovisual Industry Financing Program. He was
Head of Cabinet of the former Brazilian Minister of
Culture, Mr. Gilberto Gil, and Secretary of Cultural
Policies at the Brazilian Ministry of Culture, as well as
VP of the Inter-American Culture Commission
(ICC-OAS), from 2003 to 2006. Before working in
the public sector, he worked in private companies
such as ClearChannel Entertainment, Rio Bravo
Investimentos, Folha de S.Paulo and Jornal do Brasil.
Danielle Barreto
Nigromonte,
Undersecretary of
Culture, Municipality of
Rio de Janeiro
Danielle Barreto Nigromonte
has a degree in History from
the Fluminense Federal
University and over 15 years
of experience working in public administration.
After receiving a fellowship to study International
Relations at the Complutense University of Madrid,
Spain, she passed a civil service exam in 1998 to
work as a public school history teacher.
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Since 2005 she has been dedicated to the area of
culture: in the City of Niterói in the state of Rio de
Janeiro where she took on several positions,
Undersecretary of StrategicActions, Undersecretary
of Culture, Municipal Secretary of Culture and
President of the Fundação de Arte (Art Foundation).
In 2012, she acted in Rio de Janeiro’s City Hall as the
Non-Reimbursable Investments Manager at
RioFilme and is now Municipal Undersecretary of
Culture.
Municipal Secretary of Culture, Rio de Janeiro

The Municipal Secretary of Culture of Rio de Janeiro
(SMC) formulates, executes and evaluates the city’s
public cultural policies. The SMC works to make Rio
one of the main cultural centers of Latin America,
raising the sector's contribution to the development
of the city and stimulating the quality and
competitiveness of its cultural production. Its main
missions are also to democratize access to culture
and encourage and protect cultural diversity. Among
other programs, the SMC coordinates the ‘Programa
de Fomento à Cultura Carioca’, the largest program
of cultural development at the municipal and state
level in Brazil with a budget of USD$170 million in
2013, and the ‘Programa de Apoio à Economia
Criativa’, which promotes the development of the
creative economy in the city through investment in
production, marketing, training, industry events,
promotion and infrastructure.
www.rio.rj.gov.br/web/smc/

Seoul
Chang-Hak Lee,
Chief Officer, Culture,
Design and Tourism
headquarters of Seoul
Metropolitan Government
Chang-Hak Lee has worked
as a public official for 25
years. Throughout his career,
he has worked in various
areas of government policy including energy,
education, collaboration, legal department, audit
and culture & tourism. Between 2004 to 2007, as
the head of Tourism Department of SMG, he
established a new city marketing public enterprise
“Seoul Tourism Organization”. Currently the chief
officer of Culture, Design and Tourism
headquarters, Mr. Lee is responsible for the
promotion of business tourism resources like
distinctive museums and the conservation of
modern cultural heritages that will become cultural
and historical treasures in 100 years. Of course
those are also his main duties: the excavation,
conservation and promotion of the historical sites
and the support for the creative activities of
professional artists, fringe artists and citizens (like
running Seoul Art Spaces and supporting Village
Arts Creation Spaces).

Culture, Design & Tourism Headquarter, Seoul
Metropolitan Government
The Culture, Design & Tourism Headquarter of
SMG is responsible for the policies regarding
culture & art, heritage, cultural industry, design,
and sports. In cooperation with several affiliated
organizations (Seoul Foundation for Art & Culture,
the Sejong Center, the Seoul Philharmonic
Orchestra, and others), SMG’s Culture, Design &
Tourism Headquarter works to expand daily access
to cultural and creative activities for all of the city’s
citizens. SMG strives to make Seoul a tourism city
that everyone would like to visit and a high-end
city where everyone would like to live. And SMG is
developing the designs suited to the characteristics
of Seoul, making Seoul an international design city.
At the same time SMG is also trying to regain the
title of a historic city, especially registering “Seoul
City Walls (Hanyang Castle Walls)” as a UNESCO
World Heritage site (up for review).

Chung-Il Choi, Senior
Administrator, Cultural
Policy Team, Seoul
Metropolitan Government
Chung-Il Choi is currently
senior administrator in the
cultural policy team of the
Culture, Design & Tourism
Headquarters of Seoul
Metropolitan Government (SMG). He has worked
as a public official in these headquarters since 2010
where he has been in charge of sports, culture and
policy related affairs. In 2013, he planned and
managed the culture & arts education programs,
especially for the underprivileged and the elderly.
And he is now working at the Cultural Policy team
dealing with cultural promotion and marketing.

Hae-Bo Kim, Head,
Department of Policy
Research & Development,
Seoul Foundation for Arts
and Culture
Mr. Hae-Bo Kim is currently
head of the department of
Policy Research &
Development at the Seoul
Foundation for Arts and Culture (SFAC). He has
worked at SFAC since 2004, previously occupying
the position of manager of Art support team, Seoul
Art Spaces TFT, Seoul Theater Center and of the
festival production team. Before joining SFAC,
Hae-Bo worked for the Korea Science Foundation
dealing with science promotion programs,
especially Sci-Art projects. He also worked for the

www.english.seoul.go.kr
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Shanghai

SamulNori Hannullim traditional percussion troupe,
and as a planner for the Moochon theatre
company. Hae-Bo used to write weekly science
columns for a children’s newspaper and has
published two books for children about everyday
life science. Hae-Bo holds a MA in Arts
Management from Seoul’s Chugye University of
the Arts and is now in the doctoral school of urban
sociology at the University of Seoul.
Seoul Foundation for Arts and Culture
Seoul Foundation for Arts and Culture was
established in 2004 to enhance the quality of life
of Seoul’s citizens, and increase the city’s
competitiveness, by deeply instilling culture and
the arts in the daily life of the local population. To
accomplish its mission, the foundation carries out
various initiatives of arts support program, culture
& arts education, festivals, and a cultural welfare
program. It also operates cultural facilities such as
nine Seoul Art Spaces, Namsan Arts Center and
Seoul Theater Center.

www.english.sfac.or.kr

Lu Shen, Deputy Director,
Shanghai Social and
Cultural Administration,
Shanghai Municipal
Government
Ms. Shen has been Deputy
Director of the social and
cultural administration of
Shanghai Municipal
Government since 1992. Her main responsibility is
to manage and administer Shanghai’s performing
arts industry.
Shanghai Social and Cultural Administration
Office
The Shanghai social and cultural administration
office of the Shanghai Municipal Government
manages and regulates entertainment,
performance, audio and video, film, fine art and
other cultural sector industries in Shanghai. This
principally involves the licensing and regulation of
cultural industries, the art and antiquities market
and popular culture. The administration office also
organizes and maintains archive information
relating to Shanghai’s cultural sector.
Na Liu, Deputy Director
of Shanghai Municipal
Administration of Culture,
Radio, Film & TV Policy
Laws & Regulations
Division
Ms Liu is primarily
responsible for the managent
and administration of
Culture, Radio, Film and Television in Shanghai. She
graduated from Shanghai University School of Law,
majoring in Law and Economics, and is currently
the Deputy Director of the Shanghai Municipal
Administration of Culture, Radio, Film & TV Policy
Laws & Regulations Division. Ms Liu is also director
of the Shanghai Law Society.
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Shanghai Municipal Administration of
Culture, Radio, Film & TV Policy Laws &
Regulations Division
Shanghai Municipal Administration of Culture,
Radio, Film & TV Policy Laws & Regulations
Division is part of the shanghai city council, the
main department responsible for Shanghai's culture
and media industry. The department implements
the administration of Culture, Radio, Film and
Television in Shanghai.
Prof. Changyong Huang,
Vice President, Shanghai
Theatre Academy
Prof. Huang Changyong is
the Vice President of
Shanghai Theatre Academy,
Director of Metropolitan
Cultural Audit Center
(MCAC). He is also professor
and Ph.D tutor (theory of aesthetics, cultural
theories and cultural industries) in Tongji University
China. He holds Doctoral degree of Literature from
Fudan University. Prof. Huang is mainly engaged in
the research on literature, cultural theories, cultural
and creative industries, and metropolitan culture.
He has conducted numerous research projects of
national and provincial level for National Social
Sciences Foundation, Shanghai Planning Office of
Philosophy and Social Science, Shanghai Municipal
Government. He has published over 100 academic
papers and his works have been widely quoted. He
has received the Eighth Shanghai Outstanding
Award of Consultation and Research for
Government Decision-Making. Prof Huang took
the initiative in setting up World Cities Coordinated Center for Culture and Innovation which
was funded by Shanghai Municipality in 2014.

Marina Guo, Vice Director, John Howkins
Research Centre on Creative Economy,
Shanghai Theatre Academy
Dr Marina Guo is cultural entrepreneur, academic
and strategist in cultural creative industries. She is
Head of Arts Management & Director of
International Programs at School of Creative
Studies, Shanghai Theatre Academy and Vice
Director of John Howkins Research Centre on
Creative Economy. She is sitting on the Board of
Director, American Institute of Performing Arts and
Editorial Board of International Journal of Cultural
& Creative Industries (IJCCI). She is the author of
Creative Transformation (China Economic Press
2011) studying the potential of the creative
economy in China. Marina was recognized as a
future leader by the Australian government when
she received the Australian Endeavour Award 2010.
She won the most competitive Creative Leaders
Award at China Creative Industries Award in 2011.
Dr. Guo currently advises a range of clients from
public sectors to private leading corporates on the
development of cultural creative industries
nationally and internationally.
Shanghai Theatre Academy
Shanghai Theatre Academy (STA) is a
comprehensive university of performing arts, with
the focus on theatre training and studies and a
history of almost 70 years. Co-sponsored by the
Ministry of Culture of China and the Shanghai
Municipal People’s Government, and reporting to
the Shanghai Municipal Education Commission,
STA is one of the best art institutions of higher
education in China and has cultivated thousands of
artists in various professional fields nationally and
internationally. Meanwhile, the academy has also
cultivated a large number of talents for cultural
management, who are now working in important
posts in art institutions home and abroad, as well
as in related government agencies.

www.en.sta.edu.cn
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Shenzhen
Dr. Wangxi Han,
Deputy-director of
Shenzhen Association for
International Culture
Exchanges
Mr. Han is the Deputy
Director and Secretary
General of Shenzhen
Association for International
Culture Exchanges. He is also a scholar devoted to
the studies of Chinese culture and Sino-Western
comparative studies. He is the author of The Good
and Beautiful Human Nature and Ode to
Humanism, and is one of the major contributors to
The Power of Morals, a China Central Television
documentary on political theory. He has been a
guest host of ‘Hope Dialogue’ for Shenzhen News
Radio since 2005, broadcasting mainly on pre-Qin
philosophy and Confucianism. He lectured on ‘The
Harmony of Mind’ for China Education Television in
2007 and ‘Master Han Fei’ for China Central
Television in 2013.

Prof. Li has been in charge of over 10 projects at
national, provincial or ministerial level, with 12
published books (including collaborative ones),
over 100 academic papers and nearly 200 cultural
reviews to his credit. He was a visiting scholar at
University of Southern California (2007-2008).

Prof. Fengliang Li, Vice
President of Shenzhen
University (SZU); Dean of
Institute for Cultural
Industries, SZU
Prof. Li is the Vice President
of Shenzhen University
(SZU), Dean of Institute for
Cultural Industries (SICI), and
Director of National Research Center for Cultural
Innovation in SZU. He is one of the winners of
Awards and Funds for Young Teachers in University
of Fok Ying Tung Education Foundation, and is a
National High-level Professional Talent in
Shenzhen. He holds concurrent posts of Deputy
Director of Committee of Experts for China
Association of Trade in Services, member of
Committee of Experts for China Cultural Industry
Cooperative, and Vice Chairman of Cross-Strait
Cultural & Creative Industries Research Alliance.
Specializing in literary and arts theories, cultural
and creative industries and urban culture studies,

Dr. Wen Wen, Director of
Department of Project
Development, Institute for
Cultural Industries, SZU
Dr. Wen received her doctoral
degree in creative industries
from Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane, Australia
in 2012. She then works as a lecturer and the
director of Project Development Department of
Institute for Cultural Industries, SZU. She was a
visiting scholar at Curtin University, Australia in
February to April, 2014. Her main research interests
include creative scenes, urban culture and cultural
economy. She has published several academic papers
in International Journal of Cultural Studies,
International Journal of Cultural and Creative
Industries and Cultural Science Journal. Her latest
book Creative Economy and Culture: Challenges,
Changes, and Futures for the Creative Industries
co-authored with Professor John Hartley and Dr
Henry Li will be published by Sage in 2015.
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Dr. Rong Zhao,
Senior Staff, Shenzhen
Association for International
Culture Exchanges Publicity
Office, the Publicity
Department of Shenzhen
Municipal Committee of
CPC
Dr. Zhao is a senior staff of the
Shenzhen Association for International Culture
Exchanges and the Publicity Office of ‘City of
Design’, in charge of foreign liaison. She is a Ph.D. in
applied linguistics and worked in the Shenzhen
Culture, Sports and Tourism Bureau and contributed
to develop cultural industries of the city.

Singapore
Shenzhen Association for International
Culture Exchanges
The Shenzhen Association for International Culture
Exchanges is a non-profit social organization
dedicated to develop cultural ties with other cities
of the world. It aims to contribute to enhance
mutual understanding, promoting cultural
prosperity and stimulate social development
through friendly visits, art performances, design
contests, exhibitions, academic seminars and so on.
One of the significant international contests
supported by the Shenzhen Association for
International Culture Exchanges is the SHENZHEN
Design Award for Young Talents (SZ•DAY). It is the
first design award of its kind, which was initiated
by the UNESCO Creative Cities Network and is
co-organized by Shenzhen Municipal Government
and Shenzhen Creative Culture Center. The award
is designed to reward young, talented designers
who live in cities within the network and is held
biennially.

Sharon Chang,
Deputy Director, Research
Unit, Singapore National
Arts Council
Dr. Sharon Chang is the Deputy
Director overseeing the
Research Unit of the National
Arts Council in Singapore. The
Unit conducts biennial
population surveys on arts and cultural engagement
in Singapore as well as arts and cultural manpower
surveys. Sharon is as an economist who has research
experience in productivity measurement and growth,
industry development and the non-market valuation
of cultural resources. Her current research interests
include the measurement of the impact of
community arts, arts education as well as cultural
tourism. Sharon has degrees from the National
University of Singapore, the London School of
Economics and Political Science and the University of
Queensland in Australia.

Institute for Cultural Industries,
Shenzhen University (two logos attached)
Established in May 2009, the Institute for Cultural
Industries (SICI) is the first multi-disciplinary
research institution of Shenzhen University (SZU).
The main research areas of SICI include: new forms
of cultural industries (CI), regional CI development
and CI policy & IPR. It is credited as one of the top
three among the CI research centers in China.SICI
has conducted over 30 research projects granted
by National Social Science Foundation (China), and
Ministry of Education etc. It organizes an annual
Cultural and Technological Innovation Symposium
since 2012, based on which the Bluebooks of
Culture and Technology are published. It has also
sponsored the activities of China (Shenzhen)
International Cultural Industries Fair (SZU Venue)
since 2008.

National Arts Council
Singapore National Arts Council NAC was set up to
spearhead the development of the arts in Singapore
while advancing the country’s aspiration to be a
distinctive global city for the arts. NAC’s mission is to
nurture the arts and make Singapore’s rich and
diverse culture an integral part of people’s lives.
Anchored on the twin strategies of excellence and
engagement in the arts, NAC aims to build a vibrant
arts sector by creating a conducive environment
where the arts is accessible to all, and artistic talents
have the necessary resources and capabilities to
excel and achieve long-term sustainability. For more
information on NAC’s programmes and initiatives,
please visit

www.nac.gov.sg.
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Stockholm
Natasha Mano,
Manager, Arts & Heritage
Division, Singapore
Ministry of Culture,
Community and Youth
Ms. Natasha Mano is a
Manager from the Arts &
Heritage Division in
Singapore’s Ministry of
Culture, Community and Youth (MCCY). MCCY aims
to make the arts and heritage more accessible to
Singaporeans and build up the cultural sector in
Singapore through supporting the artistic aspirations
of Singaporeans, developing infrastructure for
cultural development and nurturing appreciation for
history and heritage. Natasha is passionate about
community engagement, and has worked with
charities, foundations and socially responsible
companies in Singapore on a review of the nonprofit sector. She is also secretariat to the Singapore
National Commission for UNESCO and is looking
forward to an upcoming yearlong stint at the
UNESCO World Heritage Centre in Paris from
January 2015. Her interests are in art, heritage,
social history and volunteering with youth and
people with special needs. Natasha has a degree in
History from the National University of Singapore.
Singapore Ministry of Culture, Community and
Youth
The Ministry seeks to inspire Singaporeans through
the arts and sports, strengthen community bonds,
and promote volunteerism and philanthropy. Since
its inception in November 2012, MCCY has been
actively engaging the arts, heritage, sports,
community and youth sectors. The Ministry aims to
bring into sharper focus the efforts to build a more
cohesive and vibrant society, and to deepen a sense
of identity and belonging to the nation. MCCY will
work with its stakeholders to create an environment
where Singaporeans can pursue their aspirations for
a better quality of life and together, build a gracious
and caring society we are proud to call home.
www.mccy.gov.sg
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Patrik Liljegren,
Manager, Department of
Culture Strategy, City of
Stockholm
Patrik Liljegren is the current
manager of the Department
of Culture Strategy at the
City of Stockholm. Patrik has
for more than ten years had
executive positions within art institutions, for
example as artistic and executive manager at Södra
Teatern – a venue for international music and
debate in the center of Stockholm. His previous
employments focused on production within the
performing arts and audience development for
young target groups at Riksteatern (The National
Touring Theatre). In his current position Liljegren
leads the development of the public funding
systems for Stockholms' institutions. The funding
portfolio covers sectors such as theatre, music, art,
film, dance, adult education and public facilities. In
the strategic work Liljegren has developed key
strategies for Stockholm with ambitions for a
leading culture city. One of his main focus is to
integrate the cultural sector into the development
plans of this fast growing city. Liljegren holds a
degree from the Chaospilot Education in Denmark,
and also studied courses in International Politics
and Relations from Göteborgs University and in
French language from Sorbonne, Paris.
Mats Sylwan, Senior
advisor, Department of
Culture Strategy, City of
Stockholm
Mats Sylwan has worked for
the City of Stockholm
cultural administration since
2001. He used to be the head
of the department for
cultural grants from 2001 to 2006, then became
Culture Strategist until 2012 where he took on his
current position as Senior advisor at the culture
strategic department.

Tokyo

Previously, Mats started his career as International
officer at the Swedish Institute in 1980 then
became Senior officer at the National council for
cultural affairs (theatre expert) in 1985. In 1995, he
served as cultural attaché at the Embassy of
Sweden in Latvia. He worked on a parliamentary
report on Swedish theatre in 1993, a report on the
obstacles for cultural cooperation between the
Baltic sea states in 1994, an evaluation of the
cooperation between Sweden and the Baltic Sea
states in 1999 and a report for the National council
for cultural affairs on Swedish local culture.

The Stockholm Culture administration and the
Culture strategic department
The Stockholm culture administration works on
behalf of the Cultural committee and includes the
City Library with about 40 neighborhood libraries,
the Stockholm Culture School, Liljevalchs art
gallery, the Stockholm City Museum of Art and
Museum of Medieval Stockholm. The Culture
administration's events department arranges the
city's two major festivals in August; Stockholm
Culture Festival and the youth-oriented 'We Are
Stockholm’, Culture Night in April, and civic
ceremony on National Day. The complete municipal
culture budget 2014 amounts to 120 million Euro
whereof 90 million for the culture administration.
The culture strategic department supports
independent professional culture, culture
associations, artist studios and scholarships, adult
education and community centers. Specific support
is given to strengthen the culture of national
minorities and young people's own cultural
projects. The budget 2014 amounts to 20 million
Euro.

Mitsuhiro Yoshimoto,
Board Member, Arts
Council Tokyo; Director of
the Center for Arts and
Culture, NLI Research
Institute
Yoshimoto Mitsuhiro began
his career as an architect in
1981, after studying urban
planning at the Graduate School of Waseda
University. He became a consultant and researcher
in cultural fields in 1985 and studied arts
administration at Columbia University in 1997.
Since 1985, he has been engaged in international
studies on cultural policy, research on the
management and evaluation of cultural
organizations, master planning for cultural
institutions and consultation for public art projects.
Mr. Yoshimoto is also the editorial supervisor of
‘Creative City of EU and Japan’. He is currently
Director of the Center for Arts and Culture at NLI
Research Institute, a member of the National
Cultural Policy Committee, Chair of the Yokohama
Creative City Development Committee, a board
member of the Association for Corporate Support
of the Arts, Japan, and a board member of Art
NPO Link. Early this year, Mr. Yoshimoto has been
appointed to be a member of Tokyo Council for the
Arts and Culture as well as Chairman of the
Council’s Committee for Cultural Program of Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

www.international.stockholm.se
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Yuko Ishiwata,
Program Director, Arts
Council Tokyo
Yuko Ishiwata has served as
the Program Director of Arts
Council Tokyo since the
organization’s establishment
in 2012. In this role, she has
launched grant programs to
support artists and the creative sector, research
projects to boost the quality of cultural
environments in Tokyo, and pilot programs to
foster young talent in the fields of production and
arts management. Before joining Arts Council
Tokyo, she was active in cultural policy making,
culture promotion programs of local governments,
and evaluation systems of art programs. She used
to work in advertising agency for ten years, Dentsu
Inc., managing market trend analysis, marketing
and consumer insight, and estimating
advertisement budgets of Japanese companies.

Arts Council Tokyo
In line with a proposal from the Tokyo Council for
the Arts, the Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for
History and Culture established Arts Council Tokyo
in November 2012, Japan’s first internationally
acknowledged arts council. Its programs subsidize
and support the artistic and cultural activities that
form the core of the Council’s mission. In addition
to the Arts Council Tokyo Grant Program, it has
launched several pilot programs. The Arts Academy
cultivates talented youth who plan to embark on
careers in production, arts management, or at
public institutions. The Showcase of Traditional
Performing Arts program showcases the fascination
of traditional arts and the dynamism of new
creative innovations.

Kazuhiko Suzuki,
Program Officer, Arts
Council Tokyo
Kazuhiko Suzuki has served as
Program Officer of Arts
Council Tokyo since the
organization’s establishment
in 2012. He manages special
projects to support emerging
art forms and creative platforms such as computerand IT-based arts and Japanese pop-culture. He
also administers the grant program for visual arts.
Before joining Arts Council Tokyo, he worked at
the Yokohama Museum of Art and for the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government. He has a special interest
in museum administration and has taught at several
universities.

NLI Research Institute
NLI Research Institute has been engaged in a
variety of arts and cultural projects since its
foundation in 1988 by Nippon Life Group. These
include international studies and proposals on
cultural policy, creative city development and
creative industries; research on the management
and evaluation of cultural organizations, master
planning and consultation for cultural institutions
and art initiatives. The Institute has also been
involved in the development of the National Art
Center Tokyo, Tokyo Opera City, Setagaya Public
Theater and Iwaki Performing Arts Center. The
Institute served as consultant for the artwork
projects of the Tokyo International Forum, as well
as the new headquarters building of Dentsu Inc.
These projects rank among the top cultural
developments over the past two decades in Japan.

www.artscouncil-tokyo.jp

www.nli-research.co.jp/english
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Toronto
Lori Martin,
Senior Cultural Affairs
Officer, Cultural Services,
City of Toronto
As an urban planner, Lori
Martin has worked on the
adaptive reuse of industrial
heritage buildings for cultural
purposes such as the
Artscape Wychwood Barns, Evergreen Brick Works
and the John Street Roundhouse. Lori was an
expert witness at the Ontario Municipal Board
hearing regarding the West Queen West
neighborhood. More recently, Lori was the Plannerin-Residence at the University of Waterloo. Her
interests also include collaborating with others who
are committed to increasing creativity in the places
where we live with the goal of developing new ways
to stimulate regional prosperity by leveraging the
connections between culture, economy and place.

David Stonehouse,
Director, Waterfront
Secretariat, City of
Toronto
David Stonehouse leads the
City of Toronto’s Waterfront
Secretariat, which
coordinates and manages the
City’s participation in the
revitalization of Toronto’s waterfront. Prior to
joining the City, David was the General Manager of
Evergreen Brick Works where he was responsible
for the community consultation, design, approvals
and construction that led to the facility’s opening
in 2010. In the 1990s, David was the Coordinator
of the Task Force to Bring Back the Don, a citizens’
group focused on the restoration of Toronto’s
Lower Don River Valley. A member of the Canadian
Institute of Planners, David studied urban planning
at the University of Toronto.

Toronto Cultural Services
Toronto Cultural Services is part of the City of
Toronto's Economic Development & Culture
Division. It promotes the development of arts,
culture and heritage through the operation and
administration of many museums, historic sites,
performing and visual arts centers. It provides
financial support for cultural activity and individual
artists, and encourage public art projects in both
private and public developments. Toronto Cultural
Services assists in a wide range of community arts
organizations, in addition to formulating policy and
planning for the sector overall. Maintaining and
developing Toronto's cultural life is critical to the
City’s quality of life and economic competitiveness.

The City of Toronto Waterfront Secretariat
The City of Toronto Waterfront Secretariat, part of
the City Planning Division, works with governments
at the federal and provincial levels to facilitate
waterfront revitalization in Toronto’s central
waterfront. The three governments partner
through Waterfront Toronto – an agency
established to implement waterfront revitalization
projects. Over 12 years, Waterfront Toronto and its
partners have created new neighborhoods and
commercial districts through investments in
environmental restoration, flood protection,
infrastructure and the public realm. Revitalization
work is ongoing.

www.toronto.ca/culture
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World Cities Culture Forum Management Team

Paul Owens, Managing
Director, BOP Consulting;
Director, World Cities
Culture Forum
Paul is the director of the
World Cities Culture Forum,
supervising the organization’s
ambitious future plans. Paul
is also co-founder and
Managing Director of BOP Consulting, one of the
UK’s leading consultancies on culture and the
creative industries. He leads on much of BOP's
work in economic development and the creative
industries, with particular knowledge of skills and
training, entrepreneurship, cluster development
and economic impact analysis. With his colleagues
at BOP, he has pioneered new ways of
understanding the cultural and creative economies
of cities and regions and helped to design new
policies and support structures to foster culture
and creativity. He leads BOP’s international work,
especially in China and Taiwan. He is a regular
speaker and moderator at international conferences
and workshops.
Matthieu Prin,
Project Manager, World
Cities Culture Forum;
Consultant, BOP
Consulting
Matthieu is the project
manager of the World Cities
Culture Forum. He is lead
researcher and manager on
the World Cities Culture Report and the
Transformational Cultural Projects Report. He has
also been involved in a range of consultancy
projects at BOP Consulting, most notably for
Taiwan’s Ministry of Culture, Shanghai Jing’an
Municipal Government, the 2012 Taipei Design City
Expo and Creative Scotland. Matthieu holds a MA
in Urban Governance from the Institut des Sciences
Politiques de Paris (Sciences Po) and a BA in
International Relations from the University of
California Los Angeles (UCLA).
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Yvonne Lo, Coordinator,
World Cities Culture
Forum; Researcher, BOP
Consulting
Working alongside Matthieu,
Yvonne helps to coordinate
the activities of the World
Cities Culture Forum, liaising
with partner cities and
undertaking research for the World Cities Culture
Report and the Transformational Cultural Projects
Report. She specializes in policy evaluation and
social impact measurement. Yvonne has also been
involved in various research and evaluation projects
including for the British Heritage Lottery Fund,
Creative Scotland, Taiwan World Design Capital
committee and BBC Media Action. Yvonne holds a
Master in Public Administration from the London
School of Economics and a BBA in global business
and economics from the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology.
Richard Naylor, Director,
Research, BOP Consulting
Richard supervises all BOP’s
major research projects,
ensuring BOP’s methods are
analytically rigorous and
appropriate to the task in
hand. His work has broken
fresh intellectual ground in
fields such as the development of frameworks for
measuring the economic and social impacts of
cultural activities. Richard has over fifteen years of
contract research experience in both consultancy
and academia. Before joining BOP in 2002, Richard
spent five years as Research Associate with the
Centre for Urban and Regional Development
Studies (CURDS) at Newcastle University, and two
years at the University of Westminster undertaking
research projects on the audio-visual sector. He
was elected a Fellow of the RSA in 2007 and is a
member of the UK Evaluation Society.

Ulrike Chouguley,
Senior Consultant, BOP
Consulting
Having worked as a senior
consultant for BOP until this
year, Ulrike recently started a
PhD at City University
London. Her research builds
on the World Cities Culture
Report and interrogates the role of informal culture
in world cities. Prior to joining academia, Ulrike
worked for BOP for more than five years,
specialising in evaluation and impact research on
cultural events and organizations. She also worked
for Warwick Arts Centre, Goethe Institute Kolkata
(India) and EuroNews (France). Ulrike holds a MA
in European Cultural Policy and Management from
the University of Warwick and a joint BA in
European Culture and Media Studies from the
Bauhaus University Weimar (Germany) and the
University Lyon II (France).
BOP Consulting
BOP Consulting specializes in culture and the
creative industries. We built up our expertise in the
UK and we work across the world. We understand
how culture enriches people’s lives; and how
culture and the creative industries make economies
competitive. We are expert in measuring the social
and economic value of both. Underpinning all BOP
projects is our commitment to robust evidence and
sustainable delivery models. BOP’s clients are
governments, private businesses, cultural
organizations and their funders. We help them to
write strategies and to plan for the future. We work
with our clients to build new partnerships and to
deliver new projects. We help them to understand
and communicate the value of what they do.

www.bop.co.uk
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Speakers

Eberhard van der Laan,
Mayor of Amsterdam
Eberhard Edzard van der
Laan was born in Leiden in
1955. He studied law at VU
University Amsterdam and
having graduated, took the
initiative to set up his own
law firm (Kennedy Van der
Laan) in 1992. This grew grew into a medium-sized
practice in the capital of the Netherlands. As a
lawyer, Eberhard van der Laan showed a great deal
of interest in social issues and often stood up for
tenants, small civil-society organizations and
people on the margins of society. On countless
occasions Van der Laan acted both formally and
informally as mediator in a variety of conflicts.
Former national Minister for Housing, Communities
and Integration, Eberhard van der Laan was
officially sworn in as Mayor of Amsterdam on 7 July
2010 and is responsible for Public Order and
Safety, Integrated Security Policy, Regulation and
Harbours, General Affairs, International Affairs,
Communication, Legal Affairs and City
Administration.
Benjamin Barber,
Senior Research Scholar
and author
Benjamin R. Barber is a
Senior Research Scholar at
The Center on Philanthropy
and Civil Society of The
Graduate Center, The City
University of New York,
the President and Founder of the Interdependence
Movement, and Walt Whitman Professor of
Political Science Emeritus, Rutgers University.
He consults regularly with political and civic
leaders in the U.S. (President Clinton, Howard
Dean) and around the world (Germany, U.K.,
Libya, Italy). Benjamin Barber’s 17 books include
the classic Strong Democracy (1984) reissued in
2004 in a twentieth anniversary edition; the
international best-seller Jihad vs.
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McWorld (1995 with a Post 9/11 Edition in 2001,
translated into thirty languages) and most recently
Consumed: How Markets Corrupt Children,
Infantilize Adults, and Swallow Citizens Whole,
published by W.W. Norton & Co. in March, 2007
(eight foreign editions). His most recent book, If
Mayors Ruled the World, was published by Yale
University Press in fall 2013.
Frans van der Avert, CEO
of Amsterdam Marketing
Frans van der Avert has been
CEO of Amsterdam
Marketing since January
2013 and Chief Marketing
Officer of the Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area at
Amsterdam Partners since
August 2011. As Chief Marketing Officer he was
responsible for the merging of three marketing
organizations into the single city marketing
organization, Amsterdam Marketing. The
Amsterdam Marketing network consists of decision
makers from the top of the business community,
local government and other promotional
organizations. Between 1991 and 2002, van der
Avert was responsible for handling Public Relations
for the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. In 2002 he
became Director of Communication, Education and
Marketing for the exhibition centers De Nieuwe
Kerk and the Hermitage Amsterdam, where he was
responsible for the museum's launch. Following the
success of this project, van der Avert was awarded
the title of Communication Person of the Year.
Rijk van Ark, Director of
the Department of
Economic Affairs, City of
Amsterdam
Since 2011 Rijk is the CEO of
the department of Economic
Affairs in Amsterdam. His
colleagues know him as an
enthusiastic people manager
who lives in and loves the City of Amsterdam

and has a focus to strengthen the economy with his
department together with companies and
knowledge institutes. During his carrier he was
responsible for developing the city marketing
strategy of Amsterdam and the I amsterdam
campaign and he brought different cultural and
economic stakeholders together to become one
strong marketing organization with a clear
strategy. Furthermore he is a fanatic runner, what is
necessary because he also likes to eat almost every
night in different restaurants. He adores cooking
books, maps and atlases.
Inez Weyermans,
Amsterdam World
Heritage Office
Inez Weyermans works as
policy advisor at the World
Heritage Office Amsterdam
since May 2014. While
working at the Office for Built
Heritage and Archaeology she
was part of the team which prepared the nomination
document for the Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring
in 2009 for the World Heritage List. Currently the
World Heritage Office is creating, in cooperation
with Amsterdam Marketing, a plan to develop more
knowledge about the Outstanding Universal Value
of the Canal Ring area.
Helma Bokhove,
Amsterdam World
Heritage Office
Helma Bokhove works as
coordinator at the World
Heritage Office Amsterdam
since 2012. The main tasks of
the office are: executing the
management plan and annual
action plan, stay in contact with stakeholders and
coordinating point between municipal services. In
August 2010 UNESCO added the seventeenthcentury Canal Ring to its World Heritage List. Since
the nomination the coordinator is member of the
Dutch World Heritage Sites foundation
Werelderfgoed.nl.

Daniël Schipper,
Head of Events, City of
Amsterdam
Daniël Schipper is a senior
advisor for the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of
Amsterdam for major city
events and festivities. Since
2009, Schipper has been the
project manager for many festivities including
Kingsday (formerly known as Queensday), the
Amsterdam Gay Pride, the honouring of the Dutch
national soccer team for the World Cup 2010, the
honouring of AFC Ajax for the Dutch championship
(2011, 2012, 2013, 2014), the 'Kingsball' during the
inauguration of King Willem Alexander (2013), the
MTV Awards 2013 and SAIL Amsterdam 2015
Zef Hemel, Professor on
Urban and Regional
Planning at the University
of Amsterdam
Zef Hemel is spatial planner.
In the past he was chief
editor of ‘Stedenbouw &
Ruimtelijke Ordening’ (Urban
and Regional Planning), the
professional magazine for urban planners and
designers of the Dutch Institute of Housing and
Spatial Planning in The Hague. In 2011 he
organized the symposium ‘Creative Cities’ in
Amsterdam. Until 2004 he was director of the
Rotterdam Academy of Architecture and Urban
Design. Until 2014 he was a member of the board
of the Urban Planning Department of the City of
Amsterdam. There he organized ‘The Freestate of
Amsterdam’ in 2009, which was the start of a
different kind of planning. Since 2012 he is
Professor on Urban and Regional Planning at the
University of Amsterdam. Hemel studied human
geography at the State University of Groningen
and wrote his PhD in history of art at the University
of Amsterdam, for which he was awarded the Prof.
Ter Veen Award.
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Coby van Berkum,
Chairman of the
Amsterdam District of
Noord, City of Amsterdam
Coby van Berkum was born in
Alkmaar and moved to
Amsterdam-Noord in 1982.
She is a Social-Academy
graduate and worked until
2010 in youth care. Since 2000 Coby van Berkum is
politically active for the Dutch Labour Party
(PvdA) and from 2006 until 2010 she chaired the
Labour Party’s delegation in Amsterdam-Noord’s
District Council. In 2010 she became member of
the Local Government of Amsterdam-Noord, and
since the 2014 local elections she is the Chairman.
Coby van Berkum is politically responsible for
Economic Affairs, Security, Events & Tourism.
Patrick van Beveren, Manager of Housing and
Urban Renewal, City of Amsterdam
Patrick van Beveren studied Political Science.
He also did a second Master in City Administration.
Next month he will finish his PhD in Sociology on
participation of inhabitants during the process of
urban renewal in the Bijlmermeer (South-East of
Amsterdam). Patrick is working for the City of
Amsterdam as a policymaker, researcher and
manager since 1994. His expertise is in the field
of housing and urban renewal.
Chris Keulemans,
Mentor at DasArts/
Chronicler of Noord
Chris Keulemans is the
founder and former director
(2008 - 2014) of the
Tolhuistuin, a new arts
centre in Amsterdam-Noord.
After his departure in August
2014, he became the mentor at DasArts, master
of theatre at the Amsterdam School of the Arts,
and the first official chronicler of Noord. He is a
writer of fiction and non-fiction. His last novel
was called The American I never was.
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To study the role of art after crisis, he traveled to
Beirut, Jakarta, New Orleans and Sarajevo. During
the nineties, he was director of De Balie, centre for
culture and politics in Amsterdam.
Floor Ziegler, Artistic
Director/Founder of the
Noorderparkkamer
Floor Ziegler is a cultural
entrepreneur and coach for
creatives. She creates
connections between
(creative) people and initiates
local cultural projects. With
the Noorderparkkamer she brings artists and other
creative, cultural and social individuals and
organizations together. These encounters create
cultural projects with a social value.
Robert Dijckmeester,
Deputy Director of the
Zuidas Amsterdam
Development Office
Robert Dijckmeester is a
member of the management
team of the Zuidas
Amsterdam Development
Office since 1998. Robert is
an expert in real estate programming,
neighborhood development and sustainability.
Another element of his work is to bring arts &
culture to the Zuidas. Robert studied Human
Geography and Planning and works for the City of
Amsterdam since 1981. He considers working on
the development of the Zuidas as the best job of
his life.
Rob Streevelaar, Director
of the Dutch Philharmonic
Orchestra | Dutch
Chamber Orchestra
Since 2008 Rob Streevelaar is
managing director of the
Netherlands Philharmonic
Orchestra|Netherlands

Chamber Orchestra (NedPhO|NKO). After an
extensive career as a musician and teacher Rob
Streevelaar became the director of the SKVR Music
School in Rotterdam in 2001. Inspired by the El
Sistema approach, he created programs to make
sure that music education was accessible in schools
for children who would not necessarily come into
contact with making music. This approach was
adopted for national policies for cultural education.
NedPhO|NKO is the preferred partner Orchestra of
the Dutch National Opera and is one of the lead
orchestra’s in the concert programming of the
Royal Concertgebouw Amsterdam. Based in the
NedPhO-Koepel, a refurbished church in a
residential area in Amsterdam East, the orchestra
focuses on a broad social programming. The
orchestra stands apart for its artistic excellence and
is also well known for its extensive educational
programming with NedPhO GO!.
Fenna van Hout, Policy
Advisor for Arts and
Culture, City of
Amsterdam

Since 2009 Fenna van Hout
works as a Policy Advisor for
arts and culture for the City
of Amsterdam and is
specialized in the field of cultural education. She
coördinated the music education pilot as part of
the weekly school program for primary schools in
Amsterdam. The results of this pilot led to the
introduction of Standard Package for Art and
Cultural Education in 2013.
Peggy Brandon,
Director of Mocca
Peggy Brandon is a
Japanologist and marketing
professional. She worked in
advertising for 10 years, then
joined the national museum
for Ethnology and is the
founding director of the

SieboldHuis, Japanese museum, in Leiden. Since
2005 she heads Mocca, an independent expert
centre for arts and cultural education in
Amsterdam.
Clayde Menso, Director of
the Amsterdam Fund for
the Arts
Clayde Menso has been the
Director of the Amsterdam
Fund for the Arts (AFK) since
June 2013. He previously
worked for six years as
deputy director of the AFK.
Menso studied Social and Cultural Studies at the
Amsterdam School of the Arts, followed by a
Masters in Business Administration at the Business
School of the Netherlands. Clayde Menso worked
until 2006 at the DOEN Foundation as a Cultural
Programme Manager and he is co-owner of
Diversion, a concept agency for social innovation.
Since 2004, he has held positions on several
governing boards, commissions and juries,
including Theater de Veste (member of the
Supervisory Board), TIN Theaterscriptieprijs
(President), and the Rotterdam Council for Arts &
Culture.
In recent years, Menso has initiated innovations
from within the AFK, including the setting up of
crowdfunding website voordekunst.nl, the
Amsterdam Culture Loan, the Fund for the East - a
local crowdsourcing & funding initiative.
Jaap Schoufour, Head of
Bureau Broedplaatsen,
City of Amsterdam
Jaap Schoufour became head
of the Bureau Broedplaatsen
(BBp) in 2004. This
department of the city aims
to facilitate the
transformation of wharfs,
schools, office spaces, and warehouses into art
factories (‘broedplaatsen’). BBp initiates
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broedplaatsen by identifying old venues and start
up the process of transformation. Otherwise,
creative entrepreneurs ask BBp for assistance after
they found a empty building. BBp contributes
transformations by expertise, management,
permits, consultancy, guaranteeing loans banks
and subventions. Schoufour graduated in 1992 in
Communication Studies and worked as project
manager on European funded projects in Eastern
Europe dealing with civic society. From 1996 to
1997 he worked for B&A Groep (The Hague)
assigned by several ministries. In 1997 Schoufour
switched to the City of Amsterdam and started
working for spatial department at the
redevelopment of the IJ-banks.
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Governance and Operation
Governance and Leadership
• The World Cities Culture Forum operates as an
informal network.
• The network is convened by the Head of
Culture, Greater London Authority, at the
request of the Mayor of London.
• Each year a member city is selected by the Chair
to host the World Cities Culture Summit. At
present this is done through correspondence
between the host city and the GLA. In the
future the host city will be chosen through an
open bidding process.
• The host city appoints a local organizing
committee, which works with the World Cities
Culture Forum advisory group, to decide on the
content of the Summit.
Operation and funding
• The activities of the World Cities Culture Forum
are organized and delivered by BOP Consulting,
a specialist consulting firm, on behalf of the
GLA and the members of the Forum.
• BOP Consulting has a contract with the GLA to
this effect. The members of the Forum
individually pay a fee directly to BOP to cover
the costs of organizing activities and
undertaking research.
• As well as this basic fee, individual member
cities raise funds or pledge in-kind resources
from internal and external sources to support
the activities of the Forum.
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